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How long will
it stay quiet?
Writer

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Sarajevo
Id! quiet at noon today after a
cease-fire called by besieging
Serb troops took effect. French
peacekeepers began taking up
positions to, monitor the truce
with orders to shoot back if fired
upon.
The pledge by Bosnian Serbs
to hold fire and withdraw artillery and mortars from around the
capital came just hours before
NATO allies issued an ultimatum
Wednesday to pull back their
heavy guns or face air strikes. It
was the first such action by the
alliance since it formed after
World War II.
A senior Russian official said
today that President Boris Veitsin's government opposed the
ultimatum and would demand the
U.N. Securit4Council discuss the
matter. Russia, which is one of
the five permanent members with

seto power on the Security Council, has been sympathetic to the
Serbs, who are fellow Slays and
Orthodox Christians.
Dozens of cease-fires have collapsed in the past 22 months of
fighting around Sarajevo. But the
new U.N. commander for Bosnia,
Gen. Sir Michael Rose of Britain,
said this one was different
because the Serbs were under
greater international pressure and
had agreed to remove weapons.
Despite the truce. wary Sarajevans still sprinted across intersections and other places exposed to
snipers. Scattered small-arms fire
was heard just before the ceasefire went into effect.
Peacekeepers from two French
battalions based in Sarajevo
moved to six key positions in and
around the city after noon under
the unwritten cease-fire accord,
said a U.N. spokesman. Col. Bill
Aikman. He said they were

The man who wanted to
rename the counsquare and build
a moat around it has been ordered
by a Calloway County jury to pay
S650,000 for breach of contract.
West Coast entertainer Troy
Cory, also known as Keith Stubblefield or Keith Whitenack, has
the nght to appeal that judgment.
The recipient, former WNBSAM and WNBS-TV owner Chuck
Shuffett, said he is glad the lawsuit is over.
However, Shuffett did not get
all he asked for in the civil
action. His attorney, Dennis Lor-
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Donors came to give blood during Alpha Sigma Alpha's two-day blood
drive at Murray State University's Curns Center. The drive will end
today at 6 p.m

• See Page 2

The bill would require Senate
confirmation of contracts, or contract extensions, exceeding two
years. Boyscn was hired by the
state school board on a four-year
contract in January 1991 and got
a two-year extension 13 months
ago.
The bill was approved by the
House Education Committee on
Wednesday. It might get no farther, but that seemed unimportant.
"This bill is a message bill,"
Rep. Joe Barrows. D-Versailles,

said. "It's going to have a tough
MC getting by the Senate. ...
might .change my vote it I
thought this was actually going to
become law."
The main complaint of several
Education Committee members
was that Boysen's department
tries to intimidate school employees who criticize its implementation of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
"There is a mounting degree
of frustration in Kentucky with

implementation of what may be
the best piece of legislation we
eser enacted,'." House Majority
Leader Greg Stumbo, lead sponi,t OW bill, told the
committee.
Rep. Harry Moberly, who
heads the House's education
budget subcommittee, said "managerial incompetence tn the
department" has been the .biggest
problem associated with educa• See Page 2

Debbie Wagoner said that in
the past, it had been suggested
that salary increases be doled
out in dollar amounts instead of
percentages.
"That way everyone gets the
same amount rather than one
getting much more," Wagoner
said.
For example, employees who
make $50,000 would get a
much larger increase in dollars
than employees who make
S10,000.
"Giving dollar amounts
instead of percentages has not
been considered," Fitzgibbon
said.
II See

Page 2
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Members of Murray State University's Staff Congress examine House
Bill 154, which is making its way through the legislative process. The
bill calls for staff representation on the university's governing board.
Pictured are: (seated from left) Shirley Reamer and Dorothy Barrow.
Standing from left are Keith Skinner and Gene Biby.

Defense seeks trial delay for soldier
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn (AP)
— An attorney for a 19-year-old
soldier charged with murdering
four Taco Bell workers want to
postpone a preliminary hcanng to
allow more time for preparing the
soldier s defense
The preliminary trial of County) B Mathews. 19, is scheduled

for Friday in Montgomery County General Sessions Court. General SeSSI011s Judge Wayne G.
Shelton rejected a request by
Mathews attorney Monday to
postpone the trial.
The attorney, Richard B. Fields
of Memphis, argued for time to
lobby prosecutors to drop the
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case, because he says that
Mathews' arrest is a mistake.
Circuit Court Judge John Gassaway III is set to decide whether
to ovenurn Shelton
It is the "rule of the court that
preliminary hearings be conducted within 10 days following
the arrest of a suspect in a case'

Shelton said Monday. Mathews
was arrested on Feb. 2.
The public has a right to know
the evidence against Mathews.
Shelton said. Facts about the case
have been held back by authorities due to a judicial gag order
U See
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State contends
with snow, sleet
traffic accidents in Lciiir.o
Its The Associated Press
Kentucky.
Another bout of of cold tempMelissa Harper, 26, of
eratures and freezing precipitation beset winter-weary Kentuc- Hodgenville, was killed when she
kians. closing some schools and lost control of her westbound car
causing numerous accidents on Kentucky 210 and struck all
including two fatal wrecks eastbound van head on, said Terblamed on icy road conditions. ry Cruse, chief deputy with the
The National Weather Service LaRue County Sheriff's Office.
The van's driver, Lawrence
said most of the snow, sleet, and
freezing rain had ended by late Sweeney of Hodgenville. was
treated at Hardin Memorial HosWednesday night. Up to .34
pital in Elizabethtown and
inches of snow was reported
Wednesday night at Payne Gap released.
In Meade County, Connie
near Jenkins in Letcher County.
McCloud, 53, of Brandenburg,
the weather service said.
was pronounced dead after being
Forecasters called for a chance
of freezing rain or sleet in south- found in a car overturned in a
ditch. McCloud's car was already
ern Kentucky again today.
On Wednesday, slick roads
were blamed for at least two fatal • See Page 2
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Robert Valentine, local business man, playwright and humorist, will serve as master of ceremonies for a gala evening of
hilarity called "Raise the Roof'
at Curns Center Ballroom, Murray State University, on Thursday. Feb. 24.
Sponsored by Murray
Woman's Club, proceeds of the
event will be used for the
Murray-Calloway County Park
and for thc Murray Woman's
Club House.
The evening will begin at 6:30
p.m. with a social hour followed
by dinner and the "roast." •
Walter Apperson, publisher of
the Murray Ledger & Times,
Peggy Billington, executive
director of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross,
and Dr. Robert McGaughey.
chairman of Department of Journalism and Radio-TV, Murray
State University, will be the
targets of good natured barbs as
they are roasted to provide entertainment for the guests.
Tickets at S20 per person for
the dinner and roast are available
at D.K. Kelley Ladies Apparel,
Selections Bridal Registry and
Gifts, and from club members.
Janet Wallis. 489-2186, and
Martha Andrus, 753-8808.
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Tickets are also being sold for
a cash prize of 5500. The tickets
for this drawing are $10 each and
can also be purchased from the
Same sources. Attendance at the
dinner is not required for participation in the cash drawing.
The Murray Woman's Club
house is a community asset being
used for meetings of civic groups
as well as of the 10 departments
if the Woman's Club. Civic projects which will benefit from the
hinds raised include repair of
some facilities at the city-county
park and landscaping of the
grounds of the courthouse
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"Any judgment that is appealed
could take 10 to 15 years," Lortie
said.

Valentine will
host local roast

MSU Staff Congress
wants dollar raises
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Rather than a percentage salary increase, members of Murray State University's Staff
Congress would like to sec a
dollar increase.
John Fitzgibbon, interim vice
president for university relations and administrative services, spoke to Staff Congress
on Wednesday about the budget
situation.
"What had been recommended to the board of regents
was a 2 percent across-theboard salary increase," Fitzgibbon said. "We are identifying
options for presentation to the
hoard on March 12."

tie, said his client asked lot
S500,0(K) that he had lost in a
public service and no-compete
contract when Cory agreed to
purchase the stations in 1991.
"I was pretty crushed about
that," Shuffett said Wednesday.
Whether or not Cory will pay
has not been answered. Lome
said Cory indicated Tuesday he
will file an appeal, which. could
add years to the finalization of
the lawsuit.

Winter-Weary

Bill limits Boysen's contracts
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Some legislators blame the
Department of Education for "a
mounting degree of frustration"
over the handling of school
reforms.
Their dissatisfaction was
poured into a bill that would put
limits on future contracts for
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen and his eventual
successors.

Cory was at
least colorful
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

U.N. watching Sarajevo
By TONY SMITH
Associated Press
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FROM PAGE 1
ordered to defend themselves if
fired on.
Soldiers of Bosnia's Muslimled government reported that
French troops with armored cars
Look over the Bratsivo-Jedinstvo
Bridge facing the Serb-held
Grbav Ica suburb exactly at noon.
The cease-fire began a test of
wills that could lift the siege of
Sarajeso — or drag the West
deeper into a war that will not
end.
Until a mortar shell killed 68
people in a downtown market
Saturday, NATO had never gone
beyond threats to authorize air
power.
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The allies ended their indecision Wednesday, telling Bosnian
Serbs to withdraw SOO howitzers,
mortars and anti-aircraft guns
within 13 miles of Sarajevo by
midnight Feb. 20 or risk NATO
air attacks. They also authorized
immediate air strikes against
artillery or mortar positions that
attack civilians in the capital
Even if Serbs withdraw their
artillery, the threat to the city
would not end. Many of the
deaths in Sarajevo have been
blamed on snipers, and some
Serb artillery has a range of 25
miles.
Serbs also promised to place
their heavy weapons under U.N.
control.
President Clinton and NATO
Secretary-General Manfred
Woemer said they were encouraged by the cease-fire accord.
Others feared the Serbs were
only stalling for time, waiting for
world outrage over the massacre
of civilians at the marketplace to
subside.
In Geneva, Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic, furious at
NATO's threat, threatened to
boycott a new round of peace
talks today with rival Muslims
and Croats.
Karadzic demanded an independent public investigation of
Saturday's mortar attack on the
Sarajevo market, accusing
Muslim-led forces of carrying out
the atrocity in order to blame it
on the Serbs.
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Ironically, Shuffett has had
dealings with WNBS for 23
years. During that time, the station has had a tumultuous run on
the airwaves.
Shuffett said he bought the station in 1957 and sold it in 1975.
The buyers were unsuccessful in
the broadcasting business and
filed bankruptcy.
"That was really financially
devastating to me," he said.
After several years of court
proceedings, Shuffett bought the
station back. Then came Troy
Cory, the man who claims his
grandfather is Nathan B. Stubblefield, whose initials are the call
letters for the station.
When Cory rolled into town, a
place he reportedly deemed was
full of "rednecks," his grand
plans of developmeot drew in a
few supporters.
Mayor Bill Cherry said he
thought Cory's plans to build a
300-room hotel on the court
square was legitimate.
"I fell hook, line and sinker,"
he said.
Cory asked the mayor to
rename the courtsquare after
Stubblefield, who Cory claimed
was the true inventor of radio.
Historians record that the man
who sent and received the first
radio signals was Italian inventor
Guglielmo Marconi.
Not only were plans for a hotel
and moat supposedly in the
works, Cory planned to build a
Nathan B. Stubblefield museum,
according to Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
Executive-Director Steve Zea.
Zea said Cory and an architect
came to see him with armloads of
sketches. The drawings, which
were in color and of professional
quality, depicted the "new courtsquare" with a high-rise hotel to
boot.
Upon checking Cory's alleged
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Rapier said he disliked "the
bigger message we are sending .
If you cross a very important person that serves in the legislature
or works in the governor's office,
we will indeed bring retribution
on you."

wheeler-dealer background with
the California Chamber of Commerce, Zea realized the man with
the plans may not have been all
he said he was.
"I was skeptical from the
beginning," Zea said. "I thought
the whole development was a
little on the far-fetched side."
On the other hand, Cherry said
he was interested in the fact Cory
was planning to spend S35 million in Murray.
"If he'd spend $35 million on
Murray, I'd name the town after
him," Cherry said laughing.
However, the mayor and other
officials began to raise a collective eyebrow when Cory
announced the Chinese ambassador to the United States was
going to visit Murray on a trade
tour.
"By that time, I knew we had a
hoax on our hands," Cherry said.
Cory claimed to be a big poprock recording and television star
in China. However, newspaper
reports from 1992 indicated he
was not all he said he was.
An informal survey conducted
by the Associated Press in January 1992 revealed that few clerks
in music stores had ever heard of
Cory.
Zea said someone from China
did come to Murray, but he was
not an ambassador.
"It was all pretty bizzare," he
said.
Several people who were asked
about Cory have said he was "out
of the ordinary."
For example, Zea said at one
time Cory claimed to be making
a documentary of Murray. He
filmed almost everything.
One day he took two young
women, clad only in thongs and
string bikini tops and toting a
boom box, to the Pogue Library
for a day of taping.
The threesome entered the
library, which is known to Mur-

ray State University students, as a
place of solitude.
The young women began to
dance around one of the rooms
while Cory, dressed in leather
pants and a silk shirt, captured
the moment on film, Zea said.
Cory's antics continued to the
point where he asked state officials to have Nathan B. Stubblefield's remains exhumed and
reburied in Washington.
The request was part of Cory's
continuing effort to get Stubblefield recognized as the father of
radio.
An eccentric man, Stubblefield
died alone, reportedly from starvation, in his home in 1928.
While most of his plans had
been harmless, Cory had a run-in
with the law in late 1991.
Cory was arrested at his
Pasadena, Calif. estate and
charged with 20 felony counts of
theft on Jan. 3, 1992, for not paying salaries owed to radio station
employees. He told the Associated Press then that his big-city
style made him the target of a
vendetta.
"I had my policies I was going
to abide by, and that was the Hollywood way, not the cotton patch
way," Cory said during the AP
interview.
He also told reporters then that
he was angry with the indictments sent down by the grand
jury.
"Just because you fire a bunch
of deadbeats, that's no crime," he
said, referring to the station's former employees.
Finally, Cory said his innovative ideas were not well-taken in
Murray. His references to residents as "little rednecks," were
quite common.
This week a 12-member Calloway County jury voted to have
Cory pay the $650,000 owed to
Shuffett.

are getting 15 percent raises
over an 18-month period,"
Hedges said.
Fitzgibbon said much of the
problem is because Kentucky is
loading up on per capita longterm debt.
"Right now, it seems that the
general view is that the governor's budget is too heavily
weighted to capital expenditures
rather than operating costs," he
said. "I'd think capital expenditures for new facilities will be
deleted.
"The danger with the budget
passing with overly optimistic
revenue is to have to go back
and make changes and it could

put us in the same boat as
before," he said.
Several staff members
expressed a concern that the
administrative sector of the university will have to make most
of the reductions.
"I don't want to say it will
come out of personnel reductions at this point," Fitzgibbon
said. "What Dr. Booth (provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs) and I have
done is freeze hiring.
"It is easier to deal with vacant positions than filled ones. I
don't foresee one segment of
the university having to bear
the greater burden."

FROM PAGE 1
in the ditch when it was struck by
J car that slid off Kentucky 144,
and state police said it was not
immediately clear which accident
caused the fatality. The accident
remained under investigation
Wednesday night
Icy roads prompted Turfway
Park in Florence to cancel racing
Wednesday
Meanwhile, rivers and streams
in southeastern Kentucky were at

or near their banks as light to
moderate rain continued Wednes
day, which followed heavy rainfall Tuesday night, the weather
service said
The Red River was forecast to
crest at about l'/t feet above the
flood suge of 18 feet today at
Clay City in Powell County. the
weather service said Nearly 2
inches of rain fell in a 24-hour
period in the east-central Kentucky county
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powerful legislators, "those persons would never be
recontimsed."
Stumbo's bill got II votes in
the committee, one more than
needed for approval. The committee includes two House Democratic leaders — Majority Whip
Kenny Rapier of Bardstown and
Caucus Chairman Jody Richards
of Bowling Green — and both
opposed the bill
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Future commissioners would
have to be constantly mindful
"of whose political toes he's
stepping on," Scorsone. DLexington, said. If they offended
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system in Stumbo's home Floyd
County was taken over by the
state at Boysen's duccuon.
A co-sponsor of the bill is Rep.
Rick Fox of Harlan County,
where Boysen also moved to oust
a supenmendent and the locally
elected school board.
Opposing the bill, Rep. Ernesto
Scorsone said bureaucratic intimidation, if true, was "reprehensible," but Stumbo's bill was
"absolutely the lousiest way of
sending that message."
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Jean Bailey said she thinks
dollar amounts are a much better idea than percentage
increases.
"Let's do it dollar by dollar
instead of by percentage so the
majority can be helped instead
of the minority," she said.
"Please help us."
Joe Hedges asked Fitzgibbon
what Kentucky is not doing
because it seems as if the
budget situation keeps getting
worse.
"Our colleagues in Tennessee

(Values to '19.5)
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FROM PAGE 1
non reform.
Moberly, D-Richmond, said it
was wrong to interpret criticism
of Boysen as opposition to the
reform law.
"Tom Boysen is not synonymous with education reform. He
came on later, and at this point I
think there's some serious shortcomings," Moberly said.
Boysen did not attend the
meeting. He said in a news conference that his agency monitors
public and teacher attitudes about
the reform law but intimidates no
one.
Stumbo has emerged as Boysen's most vocal critic in the
General Assembly. The school
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Mail groups support postal rate increase
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
coalition of the nation's largest
Mailers says it won't fight an
upcoming postal rate Increase as
long as the cost of a first-class
stamp isn't pushed any higher
than 32 cents.
That would mean a 10.3 percent Increase, probably starting
next January
"No one wants a rate increase,
but the fact is, 3 cents on a firstclass stamp is not too hard to
take," said Marianne McDermott
of the Greeting Card Association
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Stamp prices went from a quarter to 29 cents on Feb. 3, 1991,
and another increase is inevitable,
conceded Art Sackler of the
Mailers Council.
The complex process of raising
stamp pnces can take 10 months
or more, and the lengthy legal
battles involved cost the post
office and interested parties as
much as $100 million, Sackler
said.
Much of that could be saved if
a formula can be found that most
participants can agree to in

advance, he said
The mailing groups. v.hi,h rci)
resent the organizations most
affected by postage increases,
said they would agree to a 10.3
percent increase that affected
everyone equally.
There was no Immediate reaction to their proposal from the
U S Postal Service But Postmaster General Marvin Runyon has
said a 10.3 percent increase is
one of the possibilities being
studied when prices rise next
year.

I he post office governing
tsuard is expected to start the process late this month or early in
March Suggested stamp prices
have ranged from 31 cents to 35
cents.
The coalition of groups —
ranging from advertising mailers
to magazine publishers to banking groups and greeting-card
manufacturers — has agreed that
each could live with a 10.3 percent rate increase
But the increase must be the
same for everyone, not more for

some and less for others, Sackler
said
The independent Postal Rate
Commission must pass on rate
increase proposals, and traditionally that 10-month process
involves extensive legal sparring
as various groups try to get kisser
rates for one class of mail and
shift costs onto other classes
A 10.3 percent increase would
provide the post office an additional S5 billion a year and
should allow rates to remain

unchanged for at least two yews,
said Sackler
The current 29-cent rate took
effect Feb. 3. 1991. Traditionally.
the post office has operated on a
three-year cycle of making a profit one year. breaking even the
next and losing money the third
year, then raising rates and starting the cycle over. Postal officials expect the agency, which
does not get tax money to operate, to post a SI 1 billion loss this
year.

U.S. may cut aid to drug-producing countries
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States may reduce aid to
Peru, Panama, Bolivia and other
countries that produce or traffic
in illegal drugs but have escaped
penalties because of fnendly relations with the United States, a
Clinton administration official
said.
Some of the countries typically
have enjoyed U.S. anti-drug aid
and other help, said the official,
who spoke only on condition of
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anonymity.
They are on a list of nations
that failed to convince U.S. officials they have cooperated with
efforts to stem the flow of illegal
drugs, and, consequently, failed
to receive U.S. certification last
year. Certification is a condition
of receiving U.S. aid.
Nigeria and Afghanistan also
could come under scrutiny. Afghanistan was on shaky ground
last year, but received certifica-

tion on the basis that it ssas in th;
U.S. national security interest.

riu.1 to approach this in a
much more serious way." Gelbard said of the certification process. "We do intend to take this
very seriously.''

Assistant Secretary of State
Robert Gelbard, while not confirming specific countries, told
reporters Wednesday that the
administration also was considering countries That may not receive
certification on the annual April
1 deadline.

Gelbard spoke while briefing
reporters on the international
component of President Clinton's
new $13.2 billion National Drug
Control Strategy. which places
greater emphasis on domestic
treatment and prevention rather

"One of our concerns is that

House limits
minors with guns
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By BRUCE GRAY
Associated Press Writer
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some lawmakers in the General
Assembly are tired of having to
legislate what they think should
be common sense.
With little fanfare and no
opposition, the House on Tuesday
passed legislation that would
make it illegal for minors in Kentucky to carry handguns unless
they arc to be used for sporting
purposes.
The fact that the issue is even
before the General Assebly upset
Rep. Hank Hancock, D-Frankfort.
"It upsets me that we have to
pass this type of legislation to do
something that good common
sense dictates," Hancock said.
"If this is a societal problem,
then we need to correct it at the
base."
The bill's passage "represents
a real turning point" for gun control in Kentucky, Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo said.
"It's time that we decided not
to be against everything (relating
to gun control) but to find something that we can be for," Stumbo said.
The bill passed 93-0 and went
to the Senate.
Stumbo said minors carrying
deadly weapons is a statewide
problem.
"We used to think it was just
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an urban problem. But it's a
problem in all of Kentucky,"
Stumbo said.
Attorney General Chris Gorman, who watched debate on the
bill from the House gallery, has
pushed the bill since the General
Assembly convened.
Gorman has cited a study of
1,600 high school students across
Kentucky in which 56 percent
said they could get their hands on
a gun within 24 hours. In the
same survey, one in three students Said they had brought a
deadly weapon to school in the
past year.
Recently in Paducah, five boys
watched Menace II Society, a
movie about gang cultures, and
allegedly planned how they could
kill a random person and get
away with it. Two people were
subsequently shot. One died and
another is recovering from a
handgun wound.

FROM PAGE 1
Mathews is charged with four
counts of first-degree murder for
the shooting deaths of Taco Bell
employees Kevin Campbell,
Marsha Klopp, Angela Wyatt and
Patricia Price. He had worked at
the restaurant part-time for about
ten days before the Jan. 30
robbery-murders.
Mathews, who is being held at
the Montgomery County Jail
without bond, is a U.S. Army pri-
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"Drug producing and trafficking countries that do not make an
effort will face increasingly serious economic and other sanctions," Clinton's plan said.
While Columbia gets high
marks for combatting drug cartels
and reforming its judicial system,
U.S. officials have been increasingly upset that Peru and Bolivia

have been preoct:upied with other
domestic concerns and have not
paid enough attention to anti-drug
efforts.
Clinton's new budget proposes
increasing money for the State
Department's anti-drug efforts by
$80 million to $252 million. That
includes funds for crop substitution programs, alternative economic development and efforts to
arrest drug traffickers.
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Lawmakers in committee meetings this session have said bills
like the one passed Tuesday
would not be necessary if parents
would take more responsibility
for their children.
That's addressed in a section
of the bill making it a come for a
person, including parents, to provide a minor with a handgun
knowing it would not be used for
sporting purposes.
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than international intervention.

rate assigned to nearby Fort
Campbell, Ky. He is a native of
the Bronx in New York.
Police released conies of two
search warrants issued against
Mathews on Tuesday, but have
yet to announce what was found
during the searches.
A 1989 Pontiac Sunbird, owner
unlisted, was on one of the warrants. The car was at the police
department car impound lot, and
has apparently been searched.
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We wish you the best of luck in Murray
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to
help bring to Murray the most complete and
up-to-date sports grill featuring 9 televisions
and the very beet in satalhte L.v'
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Not as many now
accusing Clinton
of being a liberal
By TOM RABA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton promised to be a
"new Democrat," and he finally seems to be delivering — so well,
in fact, that sometimes it's easy to mistake him for a plain old
Republican.
Not only is Clinton proposing budget cuts in many of the very
programs that Democrats protected from Republican presidents for
12 years, but he's winning accolades from right-wing groups for
trade and other initiatives.
He got an early lead on Republicans on fighting crime. He's
proposing a two-year limit on welfare. And now he's even drafting
an overhaul of the Superfund program that would ease cleanup
requirements at many of the nation's worst toxic waste sites.
"It's not flattery but grand larceny," Ronald Reagan lightheartedly said in reviewing Clinton's 1994 agenda.
The S1.5 trillion budget Clinton sent to Congress this week has
left Republicans groping for a response. "President Clinton's firstever federal budget is a masterful, but beguiling, document," said a
GOP critique. Hardly scathing criticism.
Clinton's budget slashes subsidies for farmers and mass transit
systems, cuts funds to help poor people pay their heating bills and
trims spending on public housing.
Overall, it renews many cuts unsuccessfully urged in Reagan and
Bush budgets. And it does so while increasing defense spending
about $3.2 billion.
Clinton referred to himself a "new Democrat" in 1992 to reach
out to more moderate voters, and to set himself apart from the liberal wing of the party represented by Michael Dukakis, Walter
Mondale and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
Skepticism toward the label grew early in his presidency as he
lifted restrictions on abortion funding, moved to end the ban on
gays in the military and sent Congress a $16 billion "stimulus"
package of new spending.
But few dispute the New Democrat label these days; few accuse
Clinton of being a liberal.
Beyond sending Congress one of the most fiscally conservative
budgets in decades, Clinton has taken steps internationally that
echo policies of his GOP predecessors.
Clinton has:
— Lifted the trade embargo on Vietnam, a move vigorously
sought by the U.S. business community.
— Pushed through Congress a free-trade agreement with Mexico
and Canada that initially was negotiated by the Bush
administration.
— Persuaded allies to endorse a sweeping new set of global
open-market trading rules.
— Continued the Bush policies of expanding ties with China and
turning back Haitian boat people, reversing campaign positions.
Citizens for a Sound Economy, an ultraconservative think tank,
gives Clinton high grades on international trade. "In many ways,
the Clinton administration's trade record compares favorably to that
of the free-market Reagan administration," said Bryan Riley, a
CSE economist.
Clinton's fiscal 1995 budget drew only modest complaints from
Republicans on specifics. Instead, they were left griping that it
understated the cost of welfare and health-care reform.
To be fair to Clinton, his budget does contain the health overhaul
plan — not seen in any Reagan or Bush budgets. And he partially
offsets deep domestic cuts with more spending on programs he
claims will pay off in the future: education, technology, highway
and other construction.
Still, the harshest criticism was coming from the Democratic left.
The Economic Policy Institute, the labor-backed think tank
founded by Clinton Labor Secretary Robert Reich, accused Clinton
of turning his back on his "putting people first" vows.
"The administration's budget request reflects the continued and
unnecessary policy of sacrificing critically needed public investments to irrational demands for still more deficit reduction," the
institute said in a blistering analysis.
"The main point here is that investment in this budget is held
hostage to cuts in other domestic spending." Jeff Faux, institute
president, said in an interview.
On whether Clinton was turning into a Republican right before
the nation's eyes, Faux said: "Well, I wouldn't go that far."
But conservative GOP analyst Kevin Phillips said the Clinton
administration resembles "a reasonably moderate Republican administration. like Bush's "
"With no great ideological set of principles. he's winding up in
the middle," Phillips said
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We'll report it when we get it
Recently, I've received several
phone calls and a visit from
members of the county's United
We Stand group expressing concern about the investigation into
Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Rushing's office.
They are concerned that the
findings of a state audit in
November will be swept under
the rug.
David Roos, chairman of the
United We Stand board, has sent
two letters to Attorney General
Chris Gorman's office asking for
a periodic report on where the
investigation stands. One was
dated Jan. 26 and the other Feb.
9.
Roos hasn't received a
response to his Jan. 26 letter yet.
Since November, Kentucky
State Police and the Attorney
General's office have been conducting an investigation based on
the state auditor's report accusing
Rushing of improprieties.
On Aug. 31, a cash count by
state auditors found that
$219,000 was missing from
Rushing's office. Two days later
she deposited ¶215,000 in personal funds to cover the deficit.
Since then, the state police
investigation's unit has been busy
conducting its own audit as well
as personal interviews of the
clerk's staff.
Periodic phone calls to the
Kentucky State Police and the
Attorney General's office have
resulted in brief comments on the
progress of the investigation.
It is important to remember
that Rushing has not been
charged with any crime at this
point. Once the investigation is
completed, it will be up to Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward and a Calloway County
Grand Jury to determine if there
is sufficent evidence to bring
charges against her.
The state auditor's office only
conducts audits, it is not that
office's job to pursue a criminal
investigation, only. to turn over

is findings to the state police and
he attorney general's office.
Then those offices start from
scratch to build or not build a
Case.

Over the last few months, the
investigators have been tightlipped about their findings. But
both the attorney general's office
and the state police have indicated that their investigations
have moved beyond the original
scope ot the audit report.
But that is about all they'll say.
It would be great if they would
reveal all their findings to us
right now. I would like nothing
better.
Representatives from both
investigation units have indicated
that their findings may be presented soon to Ward's office.
In January, grand jury hearings
were postponed due to snow.
This month the jury is set to meet
Feb. 17 and return indictments
Feb. 25.
We'll wait and see what
happens.
•

•

•

•

Gov. Brercton Jones says he
wants Murray State University
and Paducah Community College
officials to meet in order to resolve the issue of engineering education in Western Kentucky.
What would they talk about?
Jones made it clear when he
was in Murray last month that no
cooperative effort will be possible between the two campuses.
He has stated that engineering
courses will be offered through
the University of Kentucky via
PCC to meet the region's needs
— period — enough said.

because it would provide for
instant accreditation."
*If it were done through MuSray "it would mean starting from
scratch" to get accredited.
'Engineering at MSU would be
too costly and take several years.
"Offering engineering at MSU
is "unnecessary duplication."
The real truth — Jones wants
Jones certainly wouldn't be at
the UK-PCC connection because;
doesn't
want
to
that meeting. He
*Political pressure:
be in the middle of any fighting.
*UK is his next-door neighbor;
Well. Governor, put on your
'He wants engineering to be
boxing gloves because there is no one of his legacies to
the state.
way you are going to be left out His emphasis in
higher education,
of this one.
besides his double talk about
Jones advocates a $30 million
duplication, has been to make UK
construction plan but hasn't gone a top
engineering school.
to the trouble of obtaining a
Dr. Charles Wethington. UK's
recommendation from the Counpresident, said recently that it is
cil on Higher Education.
his school's "duty" to provide
In fact, Dr. Gary Cox, executive director of the council, has engineering education in western
Kentucky.
been uncomfortable in past interExcuse me!
views when asked to comment on
For the past 72 years MSU has
the situation.
Probably because he didn't represented and provided twoknow what the heck Jones (his and four-year degrees for western
Kentucky. If any such engineerboss) is doing.
ing program is offered here, MSU
A CHE report found that MSU
should be a part of it.
could offer two or three years of
It seems MSU has to fight for
courses with the final year being
that now.
obtained at UK.
The regents resolution last
It isn't surprising that other
weekend is our rallying cry.
regional universities are standing
On Feb. 28, local university
behind MSU's opposition to the
and community leaders need to
Governor's engineering plan.
be in Frankfort for the Council on
The establishment of such a
Higher Education hearing.
four-year program in Paducah is
We've got to push for a place
a foothold for the future. Paducah
at the table.
officials may have the best of
MSU's report on offering engiintentions now, but will it always neering courses here makes a
stay that way?
convincing argument, but I think
Instead of downplaying MSU's an even more convincing case
mission statement and higher can be made for what we want
eduation role in this region, Jones. higher education to be in the
should just tell the truth.
future of our region.
And this isn't the truth:
Competition for students and
•MSU isn't "set up to provide
budget cuts are forcing all of us
this service."
to re-define higher education and
•MSU's mission for the region
MSU's role. Together we can
"doesn't allow for this type of develop a plan to ensure MSU's
engineering education."
vitality and 'role as a public ser"UK, through PCC, "is the
vant for years to come.
proper way to address this need
The time is now.

FROM OUR READERS
Tax forms for 1993 are best source of truth on tax increase
Dear Editor
Recently, I have been reading and hearing various news accounts
proclaiming: "Lackey slams Barlow vote for tax hike." Within them
were statements saying Lackey called Barlow a liberal who doesn't think
or vote like a Western Kentuckian. And that Mr. Lackey would be using
U.S. Rep. Barlow's vote in favor of a $250 billion tax increase, as the
cornerstone of his campaign.
I would like to take exception to those statements,and ask the average
family working for a living to take a closer look at the facts. State Sen.
Lackey's statements are misleading, and purposely twist and distort the
truth concerning the tax increases.
All you have to do is getout your 1993 federal tax forms. Open them to
the tax tables, and compare the tax due, with the corresponding income
amount on the 1992 tax tables. You will see that there are absolutely no
tax increases shown anywhere on the 1993 schedule, which reads from
$O (zero) to $100,000. In fact, all of the income brackets show a tax
decrease when coupled with the increased standard deduction and
exemption amounts.

The facts, which apply to the majority of the working men and
women, are backed up in black and white by the 1993 tax forms.
They show: (1) There were no tax increases for those with a joint
adjusted gross below $140,000.(2)There was a new 36 percent bracket
created for adjusted gross income over $140,000.(3) There was a new
39.6 percent bracket created for adjusted gross income over S250,000.
(4) The standard deduction was increased by $200. (5) The amount
allowed for each exemption was increased by 550.(6) Working families
with incomes between $8,000 and $16,000 will qualify for increased
earned income credits.
Mr. Lackey would be telling the complete truth only if the majority of
the working families in Western Kentucky were making well over
$1,10.000 per year. But I don't believe this to be an accurate
statement...do you? The tax increase was as Rep. Tom Barlow stated,
one which takes the biggest bite from the upper income brackets.
Johnny Counce
153 Breeze Lane, Calvert City 42029

A stirring in the country
It is too early to call it a trend and
much too soon to call it the beginnings of trevival, so let's call it a
stirring.
Something is stirring in the culture. Liberals who once celebrated a
type of philosophical anarchy
founded on the principle that objective truth does riot exist are now
beginning to lament the consequences And this is showing up in the
journals most read by the apostles of
subjective
and
ever-changing
"truth "
Michiko Kakutani wrote an iun.
portant essay in the Jan 28 New
YOft Times She nosed that "suhrc us ay has pined a new assendanc y"
and that *post • modernists now

place quotation marts around
words him 'reality. insisting that the
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politics, academia and even the
churches, too many of which are
conforming to the culture instead of
the reverse
The absence of a standard is why
-choice" has become the operative
word in the abortion debate Science. theology, philosophy, personal testamwty
none of these is
considered a fit subject for discus
utivi when abortion is the issue
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Nearly seven years ago in a
commencement address at Duke
University, ABCs Ted Koppel said.
"Our society finds Truth too strong
a medicine to digest undiluted. In iLS
purest form Truth is not a polite tap
on the shoulder. it is a howling
reproach
"What Moses brought down front
Mount Sinai were not the Ten
Suggestions they are Commandments ARE, not were"
Koppel noted that the brilliance
of the Commandments the ongtfoal standard for objective truth -was that they codified, in just a few
cords,...rouble behavior Today.
though, without these or any other
standards, we sii) the istealet dariget
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and in many cases so uncivil. It is
why we have, in Koppel's words, a
thousand voices parodying democracy in which everyone'sopinion is
afforded equal weight regardless of
substance or merit. It is why liberal
columnist Richard Cohen is upset
that people can no longer keep their
back doors open in spring and
summer as he remembers they did
when he was a boy.
No politician of either party or of
any philosophy that does not acknowledge objective truth can begin
to fix what has gone wrong with
contemporary culture. All their
proposals apply to externals, and
none deals with the internal nature
of men and women, where the real
fault lies.
SUB, it is good to hear voices —
like Kakutani and L'ohen and others
now saying what those of a more
conservative stripe have been saying since objective truth was abandoned in favor of the ever-changing
'truth spawned by the -Woodstock
generation.
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Happy Valentine's Day 0
SPECIALTY FOODS It,

Dexter Post Office plans event
Dexter Post Office employees invite their customers and friends
to drop by on Valentine's Day, Monday, Feb. 14, to enjoy a cup of
coffee or punch and cookies. This is in conjunction with the annual
"Customer Appreciation Day." Martha McKenzie, postmaster, said
"we would love to have the whole community drop by and say hello and enjoy some refreshments "

ALL POPCORN
W/Butter,
White Cheddar Cheese
TINS orFilltai
Caramel Popcorn

Spring Soccer Registration planned

SUGAR FREE CHOCOLATES

SUGAR FREE HARD CANDY

Watermelon. Tangerine, Cinnamon
M-F 9-5 • Sat. 10-2
•-.1 10th ft Arcadia

Poplar Spring Baptist Church will participate in Race Relations
Sunday on Feb. 13, at 6 p.m. A potluck meal will be served at 7
p.m. The Rev. A. Taylor and the Choir of Union Grove Baptist
Church, Puryear, Tenn., will conduct the service. The public is
invited to attend, according to the Rev. Dennjis Norvell, pastor.
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VITA will give assistance this year
VITA (volunteer income tax assistance), sposnored by Murray
State University Accounting Departrnent and Beta Alpha Psi fraternity, will offer free assistance for income tax papers on Fridays,
beginning Feb. 11 and continuing through April 15, with the exception of March 11 and 18 when spring break is at MSU. Free income
tax service on Forms 1040EZ, 1040A, or basic 1040 in the Business Building, Room 302, MSU, to students, senior citizens, and
low income persons. For more information call the MSU Accounting office, 762-4126.

MHS Class of 1974 plans meeting
Murray High School Class of 1974 will meet Saturday, Feb. 12,
at 1 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be to plan for the 20-year reunion.
All class members are urged to attend to assist in the planning for
this event. For more information call Debbie at 759-1424.

Murray Country Club's Valentine Dance for Seventh through
Ninth grades will be on Saturday, Feb. 12, from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Members are asked to note change in date from Friday to Saturday.
Admission will be $2 per person. Each member can bring one guest
only. Hostesses will be Morgan Blankenship, Alison Hutson, Anne
Pickens, Ryan Pickens and Coley Wallis. For other information call
Mona Blankenship, 753-0078, Cindy Hutson, 753-0432, Ruth Pickens, 753-8310, or Janet Wallis, 489-2186.

Sweetheart dinner on Feb. 15

The deadline is rapidly approaching for high school seniors to
submit applications for scholarships from Murray State University
for the 1994-95 school year. According to Carmen Garland, director of the University's Scholarship Office, students must have their
credentials and applications on file by Tuesday. Feb. 15, to be eligible. An ACT composite score of 21 is also required. For more
information contact Garland at 762-3225.

Deltas will meet Saturday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Feb. 12, at 11 a.m. at Pagliai's. Donna Herndon, director of Family
Resource Center. will present the program. Hostesses will be Ruth
E. Cole, Georgia Adams and Clarice Sparkman.

Christian Women's Club
plans luncheon Tuesday
Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Something
Old. Something New" luncheon
on Tuesday. Feb. 15, from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost of the luncheon will be S5.60 per person.
Kay Chambers of Elizabethton,
Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
A graduate of Barbara Ferrill
Tant School of Modeling, she has
attended Carson Newman Extension Program. She is a guest service agent for Sheraton. A native
of Colorado Springs, Colo., she
has lived in Colorado. Wisconsin
and Tennessee.
Mrs. Chambers will share how
she found victory over disappointment and depression. She
and her huband. Jim, a manufacturing coordinator, have five
children, Todd, 27. Craig, 25,
Kevin, 21, Branden, 16, and Dorinda, 16.
Ernie Collins, owner of The
Antique Mall in Benton, will
appraise antique items and
answer questions about your
collectibles.
Steve Littlefield, outstanding
soloist and minister of music,
will present special music. He
and his wife, Mari Gwyn, have
one child. They resided in Alaska
before moving to Murray.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, Feb. 13. by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
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Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

7:1111 9:00

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective(MU)

Hard Target
Illookla et the Year
Cieurehitledi•
0,0111 II a.at- le St p.a.

1:30 3:30 7:15 9:15

Grumpy Old
Men (PG)

310 South 4th Si.

•

Murray, Ky.

CATFISH
Plu,
Tax
Per Person
Kay Chambers
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Melva Cooper.
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

The Arts &
Humanities.
There's something
in it for you.

Spoil Your Valentine
with a gift certificate

HEALTH

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE CENTER

Includes Fruit, Soup
& Salad Bar -

NION%
Hwy. 641 North • Murray • 753-9257

Valentine Special
Select a Gift for that Special Person that
they can enjoy for years to come!

25 to 40% off Lamps
25% off Prints
10% off Accessories
PrIbre
Geed TI,,',, February IS

NEW ARRIVALS
Pillows • Frames • jewelry • Beautiful
Mirrors • Throws • Copper • Hand Mirrors
One-of-a-Kind Pottery Pieces

111111PIII imm--

'41111111111111111101....-

753-4703

All You Care To Eat

Program Information
Call 753-3914

OWES TO GO

-City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner • Home Owner •Auto
•Life •Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care

5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

1:30 3:50 7:00 9:20

1:30 3:30 7:15 9:15
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Philadelphia

Intersection (R)

Agency Manager. KayI Hniain. Agent. hat, Cornelison
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Kimberly Hosford and Joe Wade Paschall were united in marriage
on Saturday, Jan. I. at Sugarland Wedding Chapel in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Mrs. Debbie Oliver. sister of the bride, was matron of honor
Barry Ward served as best man.
Several friends and family were also present to witness this
occasion.
The couple is now residing at their home of Rt. 5, Murray
The bride is the daughter of Hal and Shelby Hosford of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Hosford and Mrs. Flora
Ford of Murray.
The groom is the son of Joseph and Kathy Paschall of Hazel. He i
the grandson of Adolphus and Agnes Paschall of Hazel and Mrs.
Mildred Schultz of Murray

A Parent/Child Valentine Party will be Friday, Feb. 11, from 6 to
8 p.m. at Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church. Joetta Kelly,
preschool/children's minister, said this will featured pizza, videos
and booths for photos, hugging, etc. The cost will be 53 per adult
and $1.50 per child. Reservations are needed by today, Thursday,
Feb. 10.

Deadline is Feb. 15
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Hosford-Paschall vows
said New Year's Day

Valentine Party planned Friday

Downtown Business Association will have a Sweetheart dinner
on Tuesday, Feb. 15, at 5:30 p.m. at Temptations Restaurant at
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All persons are encouraged
to attend and bring a guest. For reservations by Friday, Feb. 11,
call 753-4087.
I. It is
ords, a
demonion is
less of
liberal
upset
p their
g and
ey did

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wade Paschall

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have special events on
Saturday. Feb. 12. The group will meet at 9:30 a.m. at Shoney's for
a weekend brunch. After brunch, those interested will go to the Joe
Creason Center in Benton to decorate for the Valentine's Day
"Sweet Singles" dance from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. that evening. The
DJ will be A & B Express from Princeton. The cost will be S4 per
person and you do not have to have a date to attend. SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Valentine dance for teens changed

753-0921
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Poplar Spring plans special Sunday
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Pecan Turtles, Caramels, I udge Meltatrays

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association Spnng Soccer
Registration will be Saturday, Feb. 12, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.. Sunday. Feb. 13, from 2 to 4 p.m., and Tuesday, Feb. 15, from 6 to 8
p.m. at the park office on Payne Street. Registration forms will also
be available in the park office from Monday, Feb. 14, through Fnday. Feb. 18, during regular hours of 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. There will
be no spring league for players under eight years old. The under 10
age group will play a short season to focus on skill development.
The other age groups will form traveling teams only with no interleague play.

We have a lot of New and Unusual !terns arriving daily'

• Gift Wrapping • Bridal Registry •

1400A Hillwood Dr.
Murray

753-7072

bc winifred s
Bel-Air Shopping Center
759-2000

•

ii
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CALENDAR
Good Reasons To Shop Downtoin

Thursday. Feb. 10
Heart Celebrity Celebration dinner
and auction/6 30 p m Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University
info/753-9802

New Shipments
•Spring Afghans
•House Flags
•Door Mats

•Balloon Bouquets
For Valentines &
Other Occasions

Murray Crh
ityuCo
Council/4
rsdua, 30 p
4
m./lAurray
City Hall
Murray Board of Education/7
p m./board office
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p m /superintendent's
office
Calloway County High School Site'
Based Council parent representative
reiecoons./7 p m /school catetena
"New" Bridge Club of Murray/7
p m /Weeks Community C•nter.
info/435-4137
First Presbyterian Church events
include Campus Ministry Team/3 p m
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9.45 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Out/9 a m and 3 p m
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group IV/noon at church. Youth
Bible Study/4 30 p m
Kirksey United Methodist Church
events include Choir Practicer] pm
Blood River Baptist Association
Board meeting/6 p m /First Missionary
Baptist Church
Christian Singles/7 p m rat 800 North
20th St Info/Joan, 759.1345 or
Richard, 759-9994
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7 30
p m /St John's Episcopal Church
info/753-0781
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p.m /Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a m -4 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Art Guild open/6 30-9 p m
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7'30
p m./Masonic Hall
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p m./Log Cabin Restaurant
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7.30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Info/753-8136 or 435.4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m 'Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Calloway County Middle School
seventh and eighth grade boys basketball games at Paducah Tilghman/5
pm
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity girls basketball game/6 p.m.
and Varsity girls game/7 p.m. at Hickman County High School.
Calloway County High School Freshman boys basketball team plays at
Marshall County/6:30 p.m.
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity girls basketball teams
hosts Graves County High School/6
p.m Pep Band will play.
Murray High School Freshman
basketball games at Mayfield/4:15
pm
"Strike up the Bands" concert/7:30
p m /Love7.4.4c.E.1.E.O.i, Murray State
University ''isamission $5 per person.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1442

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

114

Thursday, Feb. 10
Greater Horn Baptist Church events
inciude Youth Activities/5 30 p m
Prayer arid Bible Study/7 p m at Main
Street Youth Centel'

ai
‘

Gladysiarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday. Feb. 12, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Dr. Lynwood Montell, emeritus professor of Folk Studies at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, will be the special guest speaker.
The speaker tells Kentucky
ghost stories and examines common beliefs and changes in attitudes toward ghosts. In his talks.
Monte!' used numerous examples
to reveal how narratives nurture
generational continuity and
senses of place among Kentuckians, wherever they may be.
This ,is open to all interested
.writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •

Find the perfect gift for that
special Valentine at Pier 1.
Red!White Baskets • Heart Mugs
Candles & Bath Beads • Jewelry
Potpourri • Brass & Marble
Jewelry Boxes • Lots More
Unique & Unusual Gifts!

11111101113
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The Place To Discover

University Plaza
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On Chestnut Street

On Second Thought
By Wilma Jean Sanders
The winter winds howl 'round the
eves
I snuggle in my bed
The chill that passes over me
Is only in my head
Why can't I go to Florida
When winter winds do blow?
The balmy breeze of that paradise
Just sets my heart aglow
But my roots are deep in Kentucky
soil
My wanderlust was spent
Long ago when we were young
It just got up arid went
When we came home to familiar
things
Buying Pappy's and Mamie's place
My mate said 'Honey we're home
for good"
There was contentment on his face
Then he went on with how he felt
How he never more would roam
After two foreign countries and a
county fair
He'd found NO PLACE LIKE HOME
• • • •
The Magic of A Rose
By Charlie E. York
What secrets lie

From The
Heart

Romance your Valentine
with an unforgetable
Friendship or engagement rings,
earrings, pendants, diamonds
or rubies...
color is in.

J.T. LEE JEWELER
Dixieland Center • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours 10-6 Mon.-Fri. • 759-1141
ga idN

Its magic powers
No one knows
How did it grow
So fair and grand?
Perhaps it emerged
From fairy land.
It bathes in dew
And sunshine
Bestowing love
almost divine
Yet from the earth
It surely grew
With its sturdiest
And magic too.
A little thing
From the ground
How can it be
So profound
Growing beautiful
And oh so grand
Perhaps it emerged
From fairy land
• • • •
Sledding
By Linda M. Siebold
The air fills with snow
that whitens the hills
and fields of December
Elated children
converge on a slope,
plop down sleds and selves
and race to the bottom
Shouting •I WM'
a girl
scrambles to her feet
and starts trudging uphill
towing her Flexible Flyer..
eager for another victory'
Eager for more FUN'
• • • •
Christmas Memories
By Frank McCallum
Memories of loving • and giving_
as my mind begins to roam,
Reflections of time past
at Christmas in a country home
The gifts were special and simple,
all given with bushels of love
A home made ruffled apron,
a storybook of heaven above
There were no glittering diamonds,
nor soft touch of sable,
I see the glow of a coal oil lamp.
and smell new oil cloth on the table.
A story of a Christmas pie,
enjoyed by Little Jack Horner,
flames dancing in the open fire,
with a cedar tree in the corner.
A treasured family time together,
with gifts of love to impart
Memories of a country Christmas,
the kind that warms the heart

Thursday, Feb. 10
Stuart and Lori, magicians
perform/7 30 p m /Stables at Murray
State University Admission tree
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open II 30 am to 12 30 pm and 1.30
to 4 30 p m
Friday, Feb. 11
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women's Sweetheart dinner/6
p m 'Log Cabin Restaurant
Laryngectome• Support Group/2
pm ,pirvate dining room of lAurray•
Calloway County Hospital Info/Dice
Hopkins, 762-1100
Country Dance/7 30 p m./Hardin
Community Center
Korean Study Group/7 p m !First Presbyterian Church
First United Methodist Churdri evenm
include Senior Adult Choir/11 am and
Senior Adult Fellowship/12 15 pm
SI. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 am •2 p mifor
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 am -4 p m /for
senior citizens' activities
Bingo/7 p m./National Guard Armory
sponsored by Mturay Shrine Club
Bingo Play/7 p m +at Wishing Well
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group Public invited
AA and Al-Anon/8 p m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Hazel Lodge No. 931 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 30 p.m /lodge
hall
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St +open 6.11 p m Info'
753-TEEN.
Faculty recital by Laura Schumann.
violin, and Marie Taylor. piano/8
p m./Farrell Recital Hall. Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University
Admission free.
Truck Pu11/7-30 p m /West Kentucky
Exposition Center Admission charge
Line dancing/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge
Wrather West Kentucky Museum!
open 8 30 a m. to 1230 p.m and 130
to 4.30 p.m, Admission free

Dickerson boy
born Dec. 27
Mr. and Mrs. John Dickerson
of Evansville, Ind., are the
parents of a. son, Warren Aidan
Ryan Dickerson, born Dec. 27 at
Welborn Baptist Hospital,
Evansville.
The baby weighed nine pounds
10 ounces and measured 23
inches. The mother is the former
Teresa Steen. A brother is John
and a sister is Nicole.
Grandparents are Mrs. Carolyn
Steen and the late Bernard Steen
of Almo and Mrs. Joan Denton of
Madisonville.
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Cotton Calico Prints

Solids - Reg $2.39 yd

Living Room Sets
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per week

Quilt Frames

Great Patterns

Broadcloth

Piece

1.99

Oval On Stand

18.95

$
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S. $3
•00

yd.
45* Wide - Reg $2.91343 98 r1.

Cutting Tables

Maxi Lock
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Quilting Thread
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Serger Thread
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Quilter Gold

FREE

100% Cotton 45" Wide
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Recliners

Starting at 10per wk.

19" TVs

Starting at 10 per wk.
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VCRs

Starting at

Singer Ultrateck
Machine Model 14U32
3-thread CrwerlOCk and ?fa lock
51401•Somuharieously edge
tnms tabnc as sews•N h
Weed overeage sewing
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up 10 1300 strtches
•Escluswe Iree-ann

Butterick, Simplicity,
McCall Patterns
Limit 5
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aulornalic block and Sgmrt
alphabets and numbers
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Suggested $288
Retail
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Local persons
listed on honor
roll at school
PADUCAH — Five Calloway
County natives were among the
224 students on the Honor Roll
for the second term at West Kentucky State Technical School.
They are Monica L. Griffin,
Cosmetology; Deborah A. Payne.
Diesel Technology; Mark A.
Flood and Darby W. Futrell,
Machine Tool Technology: Randy J. Wright, Masonary.
A grade point average of at
least 3.5 is required for honor
status at West Kentucky Tech.
or full-time students are
Only
eligible.
West Kentucky, one of 17 state
technical schools in the Kentucky
Tech system, offers 33 programs
which include 49 diploma level
and 78 certificate level program
sin technical/industrial. business,
health and personal services.
The school's second term was
from Oct. 26 through Jan. 14.

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Library Director

Public

Violin TeScRer Conny Ottway and her students performed In a recital
recently at the Woodmen of the World holiday dinner. Those who participated are, from left, front row, Adrienne Way, Will Sampson, Chase
Ottway, second row, Jason Chapman. Jessica Ottway, Emily Allen, Elizabeth Kilby, back row, Katy Watters, Josh Martin and Conny Ottway.

This is gonna be short. I'm in
the middle of trying to keep our
sidewalks scraped free of ice and
they just reminded me that the
column's due today. So here we
go.
• • • •
Tony Hillerman's in this
week's collection with a copy of
his 1988 novel, A Thief of Time.
A woman anthropologist excavating Anasazi ruins in the southwest discovers that grave robbers
have raided the area she's working in. Then she goes missing.
It's 3 suspenseful tile of murder
and intrigue as Officer Jim Chee
of the Navajo Tribal Police sons
out the pieces of the mystery.
If you've read some of Hillerman's later works, you might
want to try this one out too!
Highly recommended.
• • • •
All Desires Known is Malcolm
Macdonald's latest intergenera-

HOSPITAL REPORT
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Feb. 8, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Driver baby girl, parents, .Teresa
and Samuel, RI 2, Box 237,
Gilbertsville
Dismissals
Mrs Ruth Muskgrow, 1608 Main St.,
Apt 3, Murray, Mrs Rebecca Mott.
1500 Coach Estates E, Murray,
Mrs Mary P O'Bryant, RI 7, Box
123, Benton, Mrs Nina M Fox RI 2.
Box 65, Hazel.
William Etherton. P.O Box 871,
Murray, Miss Kimberly Soon and baby
boy, 400 South 12th St. Murray,
Jeff Cameal, Box 8014, Paducah,
Timothy Lewis, P 0 Box 68, New
Concord, Mrs Edna E Redden. Rt 2,
Box 96D, Murray,
Mrs Margaret Blalock, 1605 Sycamore St , Murray, Mrs Ruby Donelson, RI 3, Box 226, Murray,
Mrs Izora Adams. Pt 1, Box 164,
Farmington, Charles Stark, Rt 2, Box
301, Murray
Expiration
Vernon Atkins P 0 Box 33,
Mayfield.

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good

0

American Heart Association

IL

Playing at meeting of Four Rivers Music Friends at Annex of Calloway
County Public Library were, from left, Jamie Fields, guitar, J.B. Taylor,
guitar, Dale Taylor, mandolin, and Doug Shemwell, bass.

Taylor guest of Four Rivers
Four Rivers Music Friends met
Sunday, Feb. 6, in the Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
About 25 people were present.
A special guest of the group
was Dale Taylor, son of J.B. and
Darlene Taylor of Murray.
Dale is currently with the
group. Kentucky Ramblers. He
plays bass and does vocals with
the group who has out a No. 1
Bluegrass Gospel on -Copper
Creek label.
The band has been chosen to
be on the 1994 Copper Creek
Bluegrass Calendar with such
greats as Bill Monroe. Kentucky
Ramberlers' show is ,based on
family traditional and original

Bluegress, and also including
"old time" mountain music and
even some country music.
The song, "Nearing Jordan's
Crossing," is No. 3 on Bluegrass
Gospel Charts after only being
released four months ago.
Members of the band include
Dale (Punch) Taylor, bass, bass
vocal, Murray; Gary Brewer,.guitar, lead vocal, Louisville; Bill
Colwell, mandolin, tenor vocal,
Indiana; Jim Brewer, manager,
Louisville. The group will also be
in the Bluegrass Unlimited.
Dale and the Band will play
Friday night, Feb. 11, with Bill
Monroe at Clay Campbell's Kentucky 0:pry at Draffenville.

Kaige Lee Austin Blakley

Blakley boy
celebrates
first birthday
Kaige Lee Austin Blakley celebrated his first birthday on Wednesday, Feb. 4.
He celebrated at a family party
at his grandparents' home in
Hazel.
He is the son of Russ and Jennifer Blakley of Hazel.
His grandparents are Russell
and Linda Catherson of Hazel
and Eddie and Sandy Blakley of
Martinsville, Ind.

_111/ILENTINE'S DAY

rSale!
.Sweet Deals on Selected GE Appliances!
Large Capacity
Washer &
Dryer

)5
5- YEAR
:aoxiCA
NARRANTY
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r mphatically "No"

uonal love story. Follow closely
now, this is going to be tricky.
Lucy and Michael live in
Dublin and want to be the talk of
the very best society. This takes
lots of money. So far, so good.
Unfortunately, Michael is NOT
earning lots of money through his
medical practice. Along comes
old Ebenezer, who offers Lucy
and Michael a job running a sanitarium for rich society people.
Lucy and Michael very reasonably jump at the chance, and the
deal is done.
The problem is that Ebenezer
wants to live at the sanitarium
himself and wants his "companion" Diana, the "Ice Maiden," to
be made the official Matron.(Are
you still with me?) As it turns
out, Diana had a romantic hason
with Michael before he got married to Lucy. Of course, Lucy had
a rather heated fling with Ebenezer's nephew, Dazzler. And she's
long enjoyed a mildly risque flirtation with Ebenezer's architect.
(No. I am NOT making this
up.) And I quote, "Into this hothouse of emotional entanglements comes Birdie Kelly, a free
spirit who plays strictly by her
own rules." Get a score card and
get comfy, this is. first rate
reading.
• • • •
We've also gotten a stack of
large print romance that's two
and a half feet tall. 1 haven't got
time to mention them all, but I
see LaVyrte Spencer and Johanna
Lindsey for sure and there may
be several more by Friday. Come
on down and check 'em out for
yourself.
• • • •
Before I go, THE BOOKSALE
IS ON! We've got 3 big stack of
books going for 50 cents a piece
and they're just waiting for you.
Come on down and take advantage of this great opportunity.

Asked if they had
made a purchase in the
past 30 days because of
a radio commercial,85
percent of the Kentucky shoppers said,
"No"
Shopper Altitudes ii Keieu,k), POP
the Yresion (rLup.l.tunsion. K.

SW-

•
•

Bridal
Registry

•• S

Andrea Boggess & Corey Roberts
Julie Bray dr Bill McCoart
Dana Campbell & Chris Lawson
Laura Cella & Dwaine Hampton
Patsy Ann Crawford
& Jeffery Carruthers
Kristen Fairchild & Thee Seargen t
Toni Ford Sr Tim Lewis
Kris Harper & Gary Boling
Shayna Johnson
& Chris Lanpton
Stephanie McCarty
& Jeremy Whitmore
Belinda Williams
& David Bailey
Susan Wilson
& Scott Seggennan
Becky Wolf & Jon Klein

1205B Chestnut • 753-1$51

Valentine Day Special! ir
This Valentine's Day give your sweetie a heart-shaped cake. Great taste
at a special price, and they might even share it with you!

••• only 7.95
Pam's Cake Hut
at "

Order Early
Call 759-4492

410 Main SL
Next to Wallis Drugs

WARNING!

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?

uniden

Model WRW1505R
• 6 cycles including
Permanent Press cycle
• 3 wash/rinse temperatur.
combinations
• 3 water level selections
• Self•cleaning filter ring
• Durable porcelain, enarr.,
!irir r.,L arid lii

Satellite Television Systems

It's The Very Best In Home Entertainment!

ONLY

'349
'.'

'ea
XL

Model DRB,11il11555R

JBP6SGS

• 3 cycles including Timed
Regular, Permanent Pre, .
and Knits cycles
• 3 drying selections
• Removable up-front lInt
filter
• Large opening pc.1

CluickClean'
RADIANT RANGE
•Spill proof cooktop design
• No special cookware
required
•Convenient electron,c
ONLY
controls
•Designer black glass
oven door with window $699"

ONLY $269

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA
Network (E8V•ift • TBS • The Family
Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central
(E&W) • Bravo - ME • El TV • The
Learning Channel • The Weather
Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E8W) •
Litelime (E&W) • TNN • BET •
American Mouse Classics • ESPN 2

scno

Of

141340

WM^

trIng

MILER

co

&of

OR
SHOWTIME

$23.25 MO.

PTO GET_
6 HBO's
3 Cinemax's
2 DIsneys
2 ShowtImes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks
ALSO, YOU CET
WHAT CABLE
DOES NOT OFFER!
ESPN2 • Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Moyle Classic
Spice I S II • Exxxtasy TV
Adam & Eve • Playboy

28 CHANNELS
22 Services

Nowinciu"9.The Family Channel (EaW) • The
Weather Channel • Lifetime
(E&W) • Pnme Nehvork • TBS •
Bravo • Comedy Central (E&W) •
Amencan Movie Classics • INN •
CMTV • CNN • Headline News •
ME • USA Nenvcxk (E6Wi •
Discovery (E8W) • Prime Time
(ABC, CBS NBC)
24 • Nickelodeon (UM) • TNT •

$16.50 Mo.

Channel • Romance Classics • Tumor Classic Movies • Home &
TV • Golden
Garden TV • Eco Channel • Fitness & Exercise TV • Games Channel • Ovabon Fine Arts Channel • Horizons
World African
Arnenca Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV •
Central • New
Network • CNN Intemabonal • Catalog Channel • Gaming and Entertainment Nehvork • Talk Channel • Planet
Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

COMING SOON! Amenca's Talking • Military
Jr/M1401(

Y,Aei GS917001

SPACEMAKERPLUSMICROWAVE OVEN

QuietPower" DISHWASHER
WITH WATER SAVER CYCLE

•750 watts, 1 0 Cu h oven cavity
•Electronic touch controls
•Built-in exhaust fan,
cooktop light
ONLY
•Quick Reheat Controls
Auto Roast &
Auto Defrost

429'

• 7 cyclesi23 optons
•SmartWash System vvt•.
3-level wash action
•Sound -dampening
ONLY
CluietPower'" ,vsulatrc
package
'
Unique split solverwri $39900
basket

Model TEIXI8JAS

Your Local Connection

18.2 CU, FT. CAPACITY
REFRIGERATOR

autornanc 1 efildkel

I al Electric, RUA & Jean Air Dealer"

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment Center"

669"

Murray Appliance & T.V.
'212 F. iNlarn

CALL (502) 759-1835

ONLY

753-15846

crte
,
J.,fulltr, Utz

VISA

kit-5,—

AUDIO/VIDEO
Visit Our Showroom at 808 Coldwater Rd.
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Razorbacks continue Rupp run
Arkansas ends UK home streak 90-82
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Wrner
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Rodrick Rhodes lost control of
his emotions, and No. 4 Kentucky lost control of No. 3 Arkansas.
Rhodes was assessed an
unsportsmanship technical foul
after sparking Kentucky to a
15-point lead in the first half, and
the Razorbacks charged back to
win 90-82 Wednesday night
before the third largest crowd in
Rupp Arena history.
"Momentum is the name of
the game," Arkansas coach
Nolan Richardson said of
Rhodes' misfortune. "It broke
their momentum and made our
momentum."
Rhodes hit two 3s and completed a three-point play during a
12-0 run that gave Kentucky a
39-24 lead with 4:46 remaining
in the half.
But Rhodes became the goat
when he was assessed the technical for having words with Arkansas' Corey Beck. Arkansas
responded with eight straight
points and rallied to trail 47-41 at

the half.
"Anyone who knows basketball knows that (technical) was
the key point in the game," said
Rhodes, who led Kentucky with
22 points. "It's my fault. There's
nothing I can do about it now.
For me not to be upset wouldn't
be human.
"I let my emotions get away
from me."
And Kentucky, which had won
a school-record 33 straight games
in Rupp Arena, saw the game
gradually slip away.
"Rod can't blame himself for
the technical," said Kentucky
forward Jared Prickett, who
pulled down a career-high 20
rebounds. "He was just fired
up.''
Beck ignited a 19-3 run by
Arkansas with a driving layup,
and Clint McDaniel scored nine
points and Scotty Thurman added
seven as the Razorbacks went up
68-59 with 9:21 to go.
Rhodes completed a threepoint play and made three of four
free throws in the next two
minutes as Kentucky cut the mar-

ARKANSAS 90, KENTUCKY
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gin to 68-65.
Thurman's short jumper at
4:51 increased Arkansas' lead to
78-71. Kentucky's Travis Ford
connected with a 3 from the corner, and after Arkansas Corliss
Williamson made one free throw,
Ford hit another 3 to cut the margin to 79-77.

Kentucky's Tony Delk missed
on another 3-point attempt with
1:19 to go. Arkansas' Darnell
Robinson was fouled on the
rebound, sank one free throw,
and rebounded on the missed second attempt and scored as the
Razorbacks led 84-77.
Rhodes then carried the ball on
a drive to the basket. Thurman
added another free throw for an
eight-point cushion with 46 seconds to go.
"I feel lake we're really playing well," said Williamson. "We
came out really focused, to come
back from 15 points down just
gives us more confidence."
Thurman finished with 26
points and Williamson added 21
as Arkansas made 31 of 62 shots.
Kentucky (18-4, 7-3 Southeastern Conference) hit only 29 of 76
shots (38.2 percent), including 10
of 40 from 3-point range.
"1 take a lot of blame for our
missed shots," said Delk, who
missed 17 of 23 attempts in scoring 16 points. "We didn't go
inside enough which was my

After an Arkansas turnover,
Ford misfired from 3-point range
with 1:37 left, and four seconds
later Williamson scored a layup
off a runout to give Arkansas a
• See Page 9
four-point cushion.

Leoger a Times e piloto
Kentucky sophomore Jared Prickett pulled down 20 rebounds in the
Wildcats' loss to Arkansas Wednesday night in Rupp Arena.

Harding strikes back at USOC with lawsuit
By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
LILLEHAMMER, Norway
(AP) — A defiant Tonya Harding
struck back at the U.S. Olympic
Committee with a $20 million
lawsuit and vowed to come to
Norway, win a gold medal and
"hang it on my wall forever."
The skater asked an Oregon
court Wednesday to block the

USOC from holding a hearing
that could lead to her expulsion
from the Winter Games for her
actions surrounding the clubbing
attack on Nancy Kerrigan.
Harding's attorney, Robert
Weaver, expected a court hearing
on the request today.
USOC executive director
Harvey Schiller said the committee had expected some action by:

Thanks to Elias,
O's Ripken earns
home run honor
"Sometimes the individual
accomplishments embarrass me a
little bit," he said. "I'm kind of
glad it wasn't recognized at the
time. That would have put more
pressure on me. ... I probably
wouldn't have hit another homer
the rest of the season. What happened was that I was able to
By DAVID GINSBURG
sneak up on Ernie without anyAP Sports Writer
one knowing it."
Ripken, who started his career
BALTIMORE (AP) — Better
late than never, Cal Ripken was at third base, now has 297 career
honored Wednesday as the great- homers — 289 as a shortstop.
est home-run hitting shortstop in Banks hit 277 of his 512 homers
at the position.
baseball history.
Banks was gracious about losRipken won a game for the
Baltimore Orioles by hitting a ing his record and kiddingly
homer off Minnesota's Scott made a reference to the Tonya
Erickson last July 15th. Nearly Harding incident. Holding the bat
seven months later, the Orioles he presented to Ripken, Banks
finally got around to acknowledg- said, "I'm not going to hit him
ing his place in the baseball on the knee for breaking my
record. ... I'm just so happy that
record book.
The problem was that no one, he broke the record because it
not even Ripkcn, knew the signi- gave me a chance to come and be
ficance of the solo blast at the remembered, too."
Speaking of memories, Ripken
time. It was his 278th as a shortstop, but the Orioles figured that won't be thinking about the
Ripken still needed 15 homers to record he set when he looks back
tic Ernie Banks' record of 293. at the 1-0 pitch he hit off ErickFour years ago, however, the son in the sixth inning, breaking
Elias Sports Bureau, baseball's a 3-3 tie and lifting Baltimore to
official record keeper, discovered a 5-3 win.
It seems that manager Johnny
that Banks had been credited with
16 homers at shortstop that he Oates was prepared to lift Baltihad actually hit while playing more pitcher Ben McDonald, who
first base. The Orioles didn't find was developing a blister. There
out about the change until recen- were two outs, and the Orioles
tly and finally got around to com- needed a run in order to put the
memorating Ripken's feat hard-luck starter in position to
cam the win.
Wednesday.
"I started to go up to the plate.
Banks joined the fun, presenting Ripken with congratulations and (teammate) Rick Sutcliffe
and a signed bat. The Orioles yelled out at me and said, 'Hit a
also announced that the spot home run! Ben needs this win!' I
where the ball landed in the left- guess he was trying to light a fire
field stands would be marked by under me," Ripken recalled. "I
don't normally think about trying
an orange scat.
Ripka), who has received more to hit a home run, hut I was
than enough attention during his swinging pretty well at the time.
outstanding career, was thankful
"...I got a good part of the hat
that he earned the record witteiut on it and got Ben the win. That's
what I remember about that partihaving to endure a media onslaught prior to the feat.
cular home run "

Harding's lawyers. "We are prepared to defend ourselves," he
said, but declined further comment until USOC officials in Lillehammer reviewed the suit.
Kerrigan, meanwhile, arrived
in Oslo after a flight from the
United States. She slept most of
the way and avoided reporters
waiting at Fornebu Airport.
"I just can't wait to get there

so I can get going," she said
before leaving Massachusetts.
Harding has denied advance
knowledge of the plot to hobble
her rival but admits she didn't
immediately come forward when
she learned about it afterwards.
She said Wednesday she would
like to tell Kerrigan she's sorry
and give her a hug — "if she'll
let me."

'Signing On'

Gillooly's lawyers asked a
The USOC wants Harding to
appear before its 11-member judge in Multnomah County,
Games Administrative Board in Ore., to let him go to Oslo and
Oslo on Tuesday to answers testify before panel. He awaits
charges that she violated Olympic sentencing after pleading guilty
rules of ethics and sportsmanship. to racketeering in the Kerrigan
One of the witnesses before assault.
District Attorney Michael
that hearing could be Jeff Gillooly, Harding's ex-husband and Schrunk said he "can't imagine"
chief accuser who has said Harding gave the OK for the attack. • See Page 9

Ryan's Hope
Buddy gets defensive
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer

Ripken's 278
passes mark
set by Banks

Ca las Mavericks anal°

Dallas Mavericks rookie Popeye Jones will be the Hamilton-Ryker
Company's official representative for its efforts in supporting drug
abuse resistance. Hamilton-Ryker, a human resource company in
Martin, Tenn., will make the official announcement today at the University of Tennessee-Martin.

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — There
isn't much fault to find with the
Phoenix Cardinals offense, but
the defense needs a pass-rushing
lineman and a great linebacker to
play alongside Eric Hill and Ken
Harvey, coach Buddy Ryan said
Wednesday.
Six days into the job, Ryan
said he had received at least 30
calls from free agents who want
to play for him and predicted that
the Houston Oilers would make
cornerback Cris Dishman a transition player in order to keep him
from joining the Cardinals.
He also said he will spend the
rest of the week in Indianapolis
at the annual NFL scouting combine but hasn't yet scheduled
minicamps or a summer program.
Ryan left Houston after one
year as defensive coordinator to
become a head coach again and
run the Cardinals as general
manager.
This week, he hired Houston
linebackers coach Ronnie Jones
as his defensive coordinator. The
Cardinals still need a secondary
coach, and Ryan said he was trying to get permission from the
Oilers to talk to Tom Bettis about
taking that position with Phoenix.
Ryan, who turns 60 next week,
belied his reputation as a curmudgeon, relaxing in an Oilers-blue

sweater while cracking jokes and
providing insight into the team he
took over Thursday, his
renowned "46" defense and his
plans to acquire talent in the face
of a new system of fret agency.
Of estimates that the Cardinals
will have between S7 million and
S17 million of room when the
salary cap kicks in. Ryan said,
"At the rates these guys are asking, we might only get 15
players."
The Cardinals are 32-64 in the
six years since they moved from
St. Louis, but Ryan, their fourth
coach in Arizona, said Phoenix
ranks among the most desireable
locations in the NFL in the eyes
of players and coaches.
The perception of the lifestyle
and the team's potential may
make it possible to attract players
for less money than would ask
from another franchise, he said.
"If you had your choice of
going to Cleveland or coming
here, which would you pick?"
Ryan said.
Another potential cost-cutting
measure is to carry fewer players.
The NFL allows teams a 53-man
roster, with another five inexperienced players on the practice
squad. Ryan said he could do
with fewer.
"I'd rather fiave one great
player than 10 guys who can't
play," he said.

Cards' Crum counting on Florida trip
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Denny Crum
hopes a road trip to South Florida
today will put his No. 7 Cardinals
in the right frame of mind.
"I don't think we're playing
nearly as well as we did a week
ago," said Crum, whose team has
won eight straight games. "We
need more intensity and focus on
our' jobs."
Crum was especially pleased
with the play of the Cardinals

when they went on the road to
beat Virginia Tech 74-63 and
Virginia Commonwealth 94-74
the last week of January.
"We scent to be more focused
on the road than at home." he
said.
They played at home last
week, beating North Carolina
Charlotte 76-55 and Vanderbilt
78-62.
Crum is concerned that things
are going a little too easy for his

club.
"They haven't been burned
enough times to recognize the
pitfalls," he said. "It's almost
inevitable. Someone is going to
beat them because they didn't
have an honest respect for
them,"
South Florida (9-10, 2-4 Met.
ro) could be a team that the Cardinals might overlook, When the
teams met Jan. 6 in Freedom
Hall, the Cardinals scored an

80-56 victory.
South Florida, which lost
89-85 in overtime to Central
Florida on Monday, is led by forward Jesse Salters with 12.6
points and 7.4 rebounds and
guard Chucky Atkins with 12.2
points.
Louisville (18-2, 7-1) is off to
its best start since the 1980
national championship team
hotted to a 25-2 record.

Tennessee State
downs UT-Martin

SPORTS
BZWAs
MCCSA announces spring sign-up

MARTIN, Taut (AP) — Carlos Rogers had 30 points and 21
rebounds Wednesday night to
lead the Tennessee State Tigers
to a 93-80 victory over the
Tennessee-Martin Pacers,
Tennessee State (13-9, 9-3
Ohio Valley Conference) went on
a 14-2 run in the second half with
9:03 remaining, keyed by Rico
Beasley's two 3-pointers to make
the score 71-52. The Tigers never
trailed.
Nine points was the closest

Murra)-Calloway County Soccer Association's spring soccer
registration will be Saturday, Feb. 12 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Sunday Feb 13 from 2-4 p.m.; and Tuesday, Fcb. 15 from 6-8 p.m. at
the park office on Payne Street.
Registration forms will also be available in the park office Monday, Feb. 14 through Friday, Feb. 18 during regular hours of 10
a.m.-3 p.m. There will be no spnng league for players under eightyears-old. The under 10 age group will play a short season to focus
on skill development. The other age groups will form traveling
teams only with no interleague play.

Michigan players caught stealing beer
ANN ARBOR, Mich.(AP) — Three Michigan basketball players
caught on videotape stealing beer from a convenience store last
month pleaded no contest to retail fraud and will perform community service.
A Michigan football player, Damon Jones, accused of trying to
steal beer from the store a week later, stood mute on the same
charge. Jones is already on probation for a poor felony charge.
Starters Jimmy King and Ray Jackson and reserve Chris Fields
will have the charges purged from their records in six months if
they perform 72 hours of community service and pay $200 in court
Ices.

•UK...
FROM PAGE 8
fault."
Kentucky coach Rick Plum)
made a brief appearance in the
postgame interview room.
"Some things are better not
said and I'm pretty upset," he
said. "It's the most disappointed
I've been in a team of mine in 20
years of coaching."
Arkansas (17-2, 7-2) was the
last team to beat the Wildcats in
Rupp Arena went it took a
105-88 win on Jan. 25, 1992.

Chargers' Seau gets $16.3 million deal
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Linebacker Junior Seau of the San Diego
Chargers agreed to a contract that makes him the NFL's second
highest-paid defensive player at $16.3 million over four years.
The new contract replaces the final year of the five-year deal
Seau signed after being selected by the Chargers in the first round
of the 1990 draft.
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FROM PAGE 8
opposing the request, which Gillooly made after the USOC sent
him a letter asking him to be
available. A court hearing on Gillooly's request was set for today.
Gillooly also asked that the
results of a lie detector test he
took as part of a plea bargain'be
made public and available to the
USOC.
But just before the courts
closed for the day in Oregon, and
in the middle of the night in Lillehammer. Harding's attorneys
asked for a court order blocking
the USOC hearing.
The lawsuit contends Harding
has complied with all rules and
regulations of the U.S. Figure
Skating Association and should
be allowed to compete in the
Winter Games.
Seeking $20 million in punitive damages plus compensatory
damages to be determined at a
trial, the lawsuit notes that people
close to Harding have been
charged in the assault but that no
charges have been filed against
her.
It also said the USOC is not
providing adequate due process.
It cited the timing and location of
the hearing, the makeup of the
hearing board, limits on Harding's ability to call and question
witnesses, the lack of an appeals
process and conflicts with a similar disciplinary procedure under
way before the USFSA.
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Grand Classic Tires
95
As Low As

Tennessee-Martin (4-17, 2-9)
could get, when Felipe Phillips
hit a 3-pointer with 34 seconds
remaining, making the score
89-80.

59

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

Rico Beasley had 18 for Tennessee State. Neil Jones added 16
and Tim Horton and Curtis Davis
each had II.
Felipe Phillips finished with 23
to lead Tennessee-Martin.
Dewayne Powell had 22 and Carlos Knox 19.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563

KENTUCKY
vs
TENNESSEE

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Wed., Feb. 23, 1994
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TOP QUALITY LIGHTING
K1CHLER

-

LIGHTING

105 N. 12th (next to McDonald'.)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.
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Large In-Stock Selection

HOLESALE
206 E. Main

LECTRIC
SUPPLY

753-8194

The 1994 DeVille creates
a higher standard at
Peppers Cadillac.

WE KEEP AMERICA
RUNNING.
NAPA

STARTING
Boats with inboard
or Outboard Motors

MARINE/RV
BATTERIFek

NAPA

DEEP CYCLE

• All-new six-passenger Cadillac
• Proven 200-hp, 4.9 liter V8,
4T80-E automatic transmission
• Speed-Sensing Suspension

• Speed-Sensitive Steering
• Fully independent suspension
• Anti-lock brakes
• Airbank System — dual front air bags'

Trolling Motors, Motor Homes,
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LAWN & GARDEN
TRACTOR BATTERY

Minn Kota Electric
Trolling Motor
Die cast 10-poseion bracket adtusts

Fits Most Garden
Tractors 165 CCS S
(GROUP U1-L) #8.221

to any transom angle Clamp mount
makes attachment and removal easy
Telescopong handle with speed
control Four forward speeds 17 lbs
of thrust Reetarea 12- oat battery

And Smarftease® creates
a higher standard:

$385

A MONTH
SMARTLEASE
WITH $2,500
DOWN"

24 MONTHS

31,995

14
95*--

Details at Participating
NAPA Stores.

'meth Ira* OW Mime

We've Got the Right Plug For You!
Napa has complete coverage
for all your spark plug needs
OUTBOARD MOTOR APPLICATIONS
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CADILLAC®
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Fligher Standard
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Murray Auto
Parts
1300 N. 12th St. • 753-4424
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Donow to present Barkley slide lecture

GET READY!!
..w.

In 1969 three-year-old Annie
Holloway began receiving a stfiCS
Of illustrated letters from her grandfather David Bartley. In those
letters Barkley, the son of former
United States VICt President Alben
W. Barkley,revealed his wit and his
beliefs to his grandchild.
Holloway treasured those leuers
and they might never have come to
public light but for a class she
attended at Southern Illinois Umversuy -Carbondale. Two years ago
Dr. Herbert S. Donow,a professor
of English, asked his students to
write about their experiences with
older people. Holloway was in the
class and brought Donow one of her
four volumes of "The Grandaddy
Books."
Donow immediately became fascinated with the materials and he
began work on them immediately.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — It's a
Hollywood ritual, the entertainment industry's. second-biggest
day when Academy Award nominees are tracked to far-flung locations around the world and
dreams of Oscar soar.
-What's Love Got IA Do With
It" actress Angela Bassett wept
with joy in Los Angeles,
"Farewell My Concubine" director Chen Kaige lifted a toast in
Beijing and "The Piano" producer Jan Chapman nodded off in
Australia.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences announces
Oscar nominees at 5:30 a.m. dur-
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America's TOTAL HARDWARE"
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Barkley had a welath of experiences to draw on for his leuers.
Because of his father's political
career, he grew up and was educated
in the Washington, D.C. area. After
graduaung from the University of
Barkley worked as a writer and on Wall Street. He then
began a career as a pilot and
eventually joined the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey agency
mapping the upper Midwest_ He

was made an honorary Sioux chieftain during his tone of flying over
Sioux territory. After World War 11
Barkley returned to Paducah and
wok up temporary residence in the
Bartley family Inc, Angles.
Following his father's death, Barkley returned to Angles to live until
his own death us 1983.
Donow is currently working on a
book which will include selecuons
from the drawings and vmungs of
Barkley. In late 1993, Donow was
asked to present his lecture at the
national meeting of the Gaontological Association of Amenca in
New Orleans.
Donow's slide lecture on Barkley
at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum is free and open to the public.
A reception will be held following
the presentation.

Oscar nominations heard around world
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On Thursday, Feb. 17, Donow will
presents slide lecture in the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum at 7 p.m.
The Lecture, "The Grandaddy
Books': The Letters of David M.
Barkley of Paducah to his Young
Granddaughter, will present some
of Barkley's views on Paducah, Isis
famous father, his values, growing
old and other topics.
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Need extra cash...advertise in classifieds

St. Jude's director
thanks Calloway High
In a recent letter Richard C.
Shadyac, the National Executive
Director of St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, expressed his
appreciation for the Calloway
County High School donation of
$700.
Through the efforts of the Beta
Club who organized the fund raiser,
students were able to contribute to
the research unit at St. Jude's. The
money was donated in honor of two
CCHS students, Jeff Hughes and
Daemon Osbron, who have recently
been patients at St. Jude's.

ing a Beverly Hills ceremony
designed to give exposure on the
morning news shows. The winners will be announced March 21.
"We tried to stay up all night
but about 2:30 a.m, we thought it
best to fall out for a couple of
hours," Miss Bassett, nominated
for a best actress OSCEIT, told
KTLA-TV. "It's so wonderful,
such a wonderful dream."
When she learned co-star Laurence Fishburne was also nominated, ''That was the best
moment of all. Oh, I'm so happy.
I'm so happy about that. There
was an aftershock because we
shot off the couch, through the
ceiling."
Tom Hanks was in Europe
promoting the movie "Philadelphia," which got him a best actor
nomination.
"I never thought I would be in
London, much less be in London
getting such news over the
phone," Hanks said before
boarding a flight for Berlin. "All
the cliches apply.
"It's an unbelievable thrill and
honor to be included in such
company as Liam Neeson, Daniel
Day-Lewis, Anthony Hopkins
and Laurence Fishburne."
Tommy Lee Jones, supporting
actor nominee for "The Fugitive," said in a statement from a
Georgia movie shoot: "It is an

honor of the highest order."
"Shadowlands" best-actress
nominee Debra Winger said from
New York: "I talked with my
mother last night. She said, 'If
you get a nomination, wake me
up.' I said, 'What if I don't get a
nomination?' and she said, 'Then,
don't wake me up.' I gladly woke
her up!"
Industry movers and shakers,
as well as publicists and agents,
placed a round of frantic telephone calls throughout the world
in the hunt for nominees.
"I was asleep when the phone
rang with the good news," Ms.
Chapman said from her home in
Sydney, Australia, where it was
1:35 a.m. She didn't stay up to
watch the announcement on TV.
"Oh no, I'm too superstitious," she said. "1 am absolutely delighted to be acknowledged
by the academy. It's wonderful."
Kaige, director of foreign film
nominee "Farewell My Concubine," was having drinks with
family and friends in Beijing an
hour before the Chinese New
Year when the telephone rang
with news of the nomination.
"I've been drinking with my
family," he said as he prepared
to usher in the Year of the Dog
— the year 4692. "This is wonderful. I'm very happy the film
was nominated."

WALL TO WALL SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS

at Wiggins Furniture
No Sales Gimmicks • Nothing Held Back
FLEXSTEEL
Hide-a-beds • Sofas • Chairs

BERKLINE
Recliners • Lounges

RIVERSIDE
Sofas • Chairs • Entertainment
Centers & More

BASSET
Dining Rooms • Bedroom Suites

CALDWELL
Dining Rooms

DAYSTROM

ecliners •
nd Tables
top or flat top) •
Brass • Copper
hosts •
al Statues
'ng Plants •
"(cherry, oak,
Headbo

SOFA & CHAIR Blue or Beige $37995
SOFAS stamog at $27995
BERKLINE
$24995
ROCKER RECLINERS and up
ALL WOOD
BEDROOM SUITES

$59995

Dresser • Chest • Headboard

ASHLEY END TABLES

$16995

Cherry • 3 Pc. Set

OAK TABLES
With Glass Squares

Sofa Table ._ sncr Square Cocktail $12925
$11995
Cocktail .._ 811995 End Table

OAK BASKETWEAVE
3 Pc. Sets
TABLES

Dinettes & More

Tell Your Neighbors...Call Your Friends...Everyone Must Know!

FREE DELIVERY • LAYAWAY • FINANCING AVAILABLE

WIGGINS FURNITURE

• 753-4566
2 miles North of Murray on Hwy. 641 • Across from Momorial Gardoms

$9995
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MSU to sponsor play as
part of Black History Month

I duel•ig Over

"A Part Bench," a play dealing
grS the impact of AIDS on the
black communities, will be
Cathie lo Murray State University
as pert of Black HtS/Ofy Month. The
play will be presented Sunday,Feb.
20, at 3:30 p.m. and Monday, Feb.
in the Robert E.
21, at 7 p.m
Johnson Theatre.
The play is written, directed and
produced by Dallas playwright
Robert Helm, the founding arusuc
director of the Docks Lynn Woods
Community Theatre in South Dallas.
"A Park Bench" depicts how
AIDS affects the lives of five people: Henry, a stockbroker, Freddie,
a street person; Irene arid Sue, two
prostitutes; and a pimp named Leon.
After researching the AIDS virus,
Henry delivers one of the play's
central messages, that AIDS is a
manmade genetically engineered
virus that was introduced by the
United States government in an
attempt to destroy the black com-
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According to Mike Young,assistant to the associate vice-president
of student affairs at Murray State,
"A Park Bench" is a good companion to several books on the market
that basically lead to the same
conclusion.
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Helm has said in other published
accounts that he wrote the play in an
attempt to educate others about the
disease and how it is spread. "All I
knew about AIDS was fear and I
was afraid of it like everyone else,"
he said. "I wanted to wnte this play
to show that AIDS is not a disease
for one to truly be afraid of as far as
friendships."
Young said he met Helm and later
received a copy of the play's scnpt.
Helm soon contacted Young about
bringing the production to Murray
State. Young said the director was
looking to "venture out into other
areas of education" and the play's
performance at Murray State University will be its first outside the
Dallas area.
The play "shows ignorance about
AIDS, and the problems that ignorance beings with it," Young said. "It
should be an awakening for students, an evening that is both enlightening and entertaining."
"A Park Bench" is being sponsored by Murray State's AfricanAmerican Student Services/Ethnic
Program. the University Center
Board, Student Health Services, the
Multicultural Center and the Governor's Minority Student College Preparation Program. Admission is
free.
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Man robs
bank, flees
in snowmobile

snowmobile.
The holdup occurred during
a snowstorm Tuesday evening,
minutes before the bank's 6
pm. closing.
Lt. Ralph Connard said the
robber pulled up to a drive-up
window, showed the teller
what appeared to be an explosive device and demanded
money.
The teller slid the money
through the drive-in drawer,
and the robber fled into the
snowstorm. The device, which
he left behind, turned out to be
fake.

finalists.
Flynn is the superintendent of
the 18,000-student Davenport,
Iowa, school system. There are
about 25.000 students in Fayette
County Public Schools.
Flynn could not attend Wednesday's meeting but sent a letter
to board chairman Barth
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WAUKEGAN, Ill. (AP) —
It was a snow - job: A man
weanng a ski mask robbed the
Bank of Waukegan of
5I0,600, then fled in a

w.

Solid Investment in Quality
Solid Cherry Antique Reproduction
Dining Room with Beauty that Lasts Forever

urn
Volunteer

0AmericanHeartAssociation

Fore!
Your Sweetheart

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Fayette County school board
selected a new school superintendent Wednesday.
Peter Flynn was named to
replace Ron Walton, who is retiring. Board members said Flynn
was the top candidate among five

lomemo
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We carry a full line of solid
cherry wood products. Solid
wood through and through and
hand-crafted the old-fashioned
way -by hand. All pieces are hand
rubbed to enhance the beauty of
the wood grain. Available in
your choice of three rich cherry
finishes.

Hook your honey with a 1994 KY Golf Tour Card
from the American Lung Association of Kentucky

Other Items Available
Bedroom Suites
Sofa and End Tables
Microwave Stands
Tea Carts • Mirrors
Blanket Chests
Quilt Racks and more!

Open Monday Wednesday 9-5; Thursday-Saturday 9-9
The "Lung Card' is good for one or more rounds
of golf at over 100 Kentucky courses

Heritage Furniture

$35 / Foursomes - buy 3 & get 1 free'
V/SA

Pemberton.
"The Fayette County Public
Schools represent an • exciting
educational institution where people are committed to helping
children learn," the letter said.
Flynn will take office July I.

t

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION

Hwy. 121 North, Murray
(next to Dutch Essenhaus)
753-5981

(502) 363-2652 • 1-800-586-4872

If you're looking to buy, the time is right. And now, so is the price.

GREY'S
- -—
MLS 15484...On the SW edge of Murray we
2
bedrooms,
3
brick.
ing
find this eye-pleas
baths on large corner lot. Well maintained
and 2 car garage.

PROPERTIES

MLS /5485...Foundation to begin soon on
1555 sq. ft. brick ranch with vaulted ceiling,
fireplace, 2 car garage & decorator package.
WOW! Under $90,000!

1

304A North 12th St.

(502) 759-2001

MLS 05457...A11HE! Country living on 1/.
acres close to town and lake. 4 Bedrooms,
indoor hot tub, barn is opt. Pretty surroundings. Call Michael.

MLS 15451...This is new, this is quality! Li
bedrooms, 3 baths built in '93. Breakfast
room, Jacuzzi tub, plush carpet/decorator
colors. Bob.

MLS 15447...Want land and charming
home? Try the 5V• acres in west county.
Horse barn, tobacco barn, well kept home
with deck. Michael.

• MIS 15278.. A rare find! 3 bedrooms,2 tiled
baths, 2 living areas with 6 boarding rooms
in basement. Adequate parking in spacious
backyard & carport.

MLS 05.486 If you ve been waiting for the
WATERFRONT home on the lake, it's here!
4 bedrooms, 2 baths, dock, easy access and
all brick!! View plus!

MIS 05304.. Good looking MBHM on big lot.
3 bedrooms,2 baths and 2 outbuildings. Well
maintained and well worth the look! Call
Michael

MIS 111$442. Potential plus!3 bedrooms on 2
wooded acres Just 6 miles from Murray In
ground pool. 2 car garage room to grow'
Call Bob

MI:155448 For the smart Buyer owe choice
32 acres on Coles Campground Rd New
the arra
hanW% are really springing up in
Drive by

r
CALL GREY'S REST c
Michael Henson
Bob Perrin
Thomas Via, Sr.-Commercial
Lynda Grey Houck, Broker

MIS 115126...Grow your own veggies on this
10 acre farm. 3 bedroom,2 bath home, deck.
Out building makes great workshop. Fruit
trees in back!

MLS /5229...2 MBIIMS neatly Joined
together on 1 acre corner lot. 4 Bedrooms, 3
storage areas, carport and plenty of fruit/
shade trews $36,000.

ML9 15261...Delightful 3 bedroom home
Seller will consider trade. Spacious backyard can be enjoyed from shaded deck Brick
exterior. 1149,500.

MLS 15366..NW brick county home on 1
acre. 4 bedrooms, marveloui for growing
family. 1 out building plus 12,40 rented
MBH.M. Call Michael.

J•

MIS06443 .Priced in the 50's this Oakwood
Terrace home has new carpet'92, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, deck & rustic interior Call Bob

MLS 15129 May we suggest living on top
floor and renting out bottom. 3 bedroom, 1
bath up with new carpet, vinyl & ceiling
Owner financing.
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Bitter winter turns five Great Lakes into frozen plains
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.(AP)
- Great Lakes? Try Great Ice
ields.
Parts of the five freshwater
riland seas commonly freeze
.er in the dead of winter. But

not since the late 1970s has ice
been as widespread or thick as it
is this winter.
"For the last 10 years or so
we've had some preuy wimpy
winters," said Petty Officer Bob

Morehead, a Coast Guard spokesman in Cleveland. "Looks like
were making up for it.'
Temperatures hovered around
zero across the region Wednesday. The Lake Superior port of

Now is the best time ever-to buy a home
in Murray, Ky!
LIST
YOUR HOME WITH
THE TEAM THAT CARES.

I

Thank You Murray
and Calloway County
for making January '94
our best January
ever.
15 Sales
—and13 Sale Closings

Call Us Today!!!

KOF
711 Main

753-1222

Cain's
Monster
Sale

Duluth, Minn., reported a low of
20 below.
Coast Guard icebreaking crews
have freed 82 vessels icebound
on Great Lakes waterways, more
than in the past three years combined, spokesman David Sprunt
said Wednesday. And there's still
half a winter to go.
Ice covered roughly 95 percent
of Lake Superior'and more than
90 percent of Lake Huron this
week, according to the National
Ice Center, which Is run by the
Navy, the Coast Guard and the
National Oceanic and Aunospherlc Administration.
That's not unusual for Huron_
But Superior, with its wavechurned vastness and depths
reaching 1,335 feet, seldom has
more than two-thirds of its surface frozen, said oceanographer
Raymond Assel of the NOAA
Great Lakes Environmental
Research Laboratory in Ann
Arbor.
Lake Michigan was ringed by
ice covering 60 percent to 70 percent of its surface, while about
Lake Ontario's cover ranged
from 20 percent to 50 percent.
The surface of Lake Erie, the
shallowest with an average depth

SEE

'MAD MAX
on display here
Friday, February 11th
Saturday, February 12th
10 a.m. till 4 p.m.

We're out to CRUSH the competition!!

SEE IT CRUSH ITS COMPETITION

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
West Kentucky Expo Center, Murray • 7:30 p.m.

MONSTERS•TRUCK •TRACTOR PULL
Robin Woods Production - Union City, TN

'94 Ram 1500 SLT Laramie
230 HP V-8
Automatic
Power WindowsLocks
Power Dover Seat
Cassette
More

$17,210**

Plus... Get a MOPAR Bedliner Free (A199 Voluo)
'94 Dakota Club Cab
180 H.P. V-6
Automatic
Air Cond.
More,

'15,f.90**

of 62 feet. has been almost totally
covered since mid-January.
The last time so much of the
lakes' surfaces were frozen was
in 1978, another miserably cold
year.
"That year, we had all the
lakes virtually iced over," said
Damn Boyce, a National Weather
Service forecaster in Cleveland.
"That's a very rare case."
Thickness vanes widely, from
a thin sheet to many feet.
Most commercial shipping on
the lakes routinely stops from
late January until March 25,
when the Soo Locks reopen
between lakes Superior and
Huron. Some ships, including
fuel tankers, operate through the
winter.
"If this continues, we're definitely going to need help from
the Coast Guard icebreakers."
said Glen Nekvasil, spokesman
for the Lake Carriers Association.
"But we don't want to be scaring
our customers into thinking we
won't be able to resume shipping
on time. March 25 is a long way
off."
Another potential danger is
flooding if ice jams block channels connecting the lakes, Assel
said. Heavy ice also can cause
shore erosion and damage structures such as docks.

Such cares are far from Bob
Warner's mind. The sheet-metal
apprentice from L'Anse, Mich.,
spends every spare moment in a
tent on Lake Superior's Keweenaw Bay, where he cuts through a
foot of ICC to fish for trout
"It's twice as thick as is it
usually gets," Warner said.
"There's a lot more people out
this year. I've seen them drive
right onto the ice, further out
than I've ever seen."
Winter tourism is up on Mackinac Island, a state park in the
Straits of Mackinac where lakes
Huron and Michigan connect.
Snowmobilers cross thick ice
between the island and the mainland town of St. Ignace iV/i miles
away.
Residents of Beaver Island in
northern Lake Michigan are
beginning to worry about running
out of heating oil, which arrives
by barge.
"If we were going to have a
normal spring we'd have enough
to last, but with all this ice you
don't know," said Bill McDonough, owner of a grocery store
on the island, home to about 380
year-round residents.
But he's not complaining.
"Separates the men from the
boys," McDonough said with a
chuckle.

Jones suggests
UK sell real estate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Brereton Jones suggested that
the University of Kentucky sell real estate or turn the property over
to professional developers to raise money for agricultural programs.
Jones said Wednesday that selling the university's Coldstream
Research Park in northern Fayette County could raise money
needed for improvements at its Pin Oak Farm in Woodford County.
If not, the university should consider a lease agreement with a
developer, the governor said.
If the university takes no action on the property, Jones said he
might become involved, perhaps appearing before school's board of
trustees. Jones, a trustee from 1982-87, said the university should
find other ways to raise money besides raising tuition.
"The university is not a real estate management company and
not a real estate development company and should not be. You
need to have people who know what they are doing," Jones said to
a group of young tobacco farmers. "Do that, or they need to sell it
— one way or the other."
Jones' comments came after an appearance by university President Charles Wethington earlier this week before a Senate budgetreview panel. Wethington said that while Jones' proposed budget
authorized millions in expenditures for Pin Oak and other agricultural programs, the money had to come from Coldstream revenues.
When told of Jones' comments, Wethington said he thinks the
university is successfully' managing and developing the 1,100-acre
Coldstream tract. He said that the trustees adopted a policy in late
1987 of retaining Coldstream and developing it as a research park.
Wethington said the future of Pin Oak and Coldstream is unrelated to tuition rates, which are set by the state Council on Higher
Education.
Wethington said he explained the university's position on Coldstream to Jones during a private conversation late last year. The
research park has only one tenant, which pays UK some S86,000 a
year — far short of the amount needed for the Pin Oak
improvements.
The state approved UK's purchase of Pin Oak in 1990 to replace
Coldstream for research.
Jones said taxpayers should not have to keep paying for additional university funding requests while it holds on to the slowly developing Coldstream park. He also said that the school was trying to
raise additional money by supponing tuition increases.
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With package discounts/rebates and our
great deals, save up to '4000 on the best
mini vans on the market.

'94 Dodge Caravan
Tilt/Cruise
Automatic
$15,49(1
Air Cond
7 Passenger
0570835
Integrated Child Seats
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YOU can help protect our water by using
natural lawn care products, less toxic household
cleaners and by recycling used motor oil.
Call I -800-504-8484 and we'll send you
more on how you can help protect our rivers,
lakes and oceans forever.
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Hwy. 641 N • Murray, Ky. • (502) 753-6448
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Show will be at Expo Center
The Murray State University
West Kenuacky Exposition Center
will be transformed into a showplace for the latest in home product
services at the 1994 Home. Lawn
and Garden Show Feb. 18-20.
Sponsored by WBLN 103.7 FM
of Murray, the show will feature the
latest in merchandise and services

Sexton indicted
for taking cash
from lobbyist
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Another former legislator was
indicted Wednesday for taking
cash from a Humana Inc.
lobbyist.
Former state Sen. Landon Sexton. who just resigned his seat in
the General Assembly this week
in anticipation of the charge, will
be arraigned on Monday.
According to federal authorities, Sexton has already agreed to
plead guilty.
Sexton, a Republican, was
indicted for taking $3,000 in cash
from lobbyist Ron Adams in
1990. The formal mail fraud
charge alleges Sexton failed to
note the money on his campaign
finance statement that he mailed
to the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.
The charge carries a potential
penalty of five years in prison
and a fine of up to $250,000. His
actual sentence is expected to be
much less under the terms of the
plea agreement.
Sexton, 52, a McCreary County school official, first entered
the Senate in 1987. He has not
recovered from injuries he
received in a traffic accident in
1993 and had not attended a
single session of the General
Assembly since it began in
January.
The charge is the fifth arising
from the 1990 legislation dubbed
the Humana Bill. The Louisville
health care company actively lobbied for passage of a bill that
would deregulate hospitals in Jefferson County. The bill was later
declared unconstitutional.
Former Humana Vice President
George Atkins pleaded guilty to
bribing former state Sen. Patti
Weaver for her vote on the bill.
Weaver also pleaded guilty to
taking the $10,000 from Atkins.

from exhibitors across the Jackson
Purchase area, southern Illinois and
northwest Tennessee. Approximately 50 displays will be set up
spodighung home builders, lumber
companies, manufactured homes,
water systems, lawn and garden
furniture, hot tubs, spas, replacement and new home windows, piuni
supplies, lawn and garden mowers
and tractors, landscape designs,
storage sheds, heating-air condiuoning, carpeting, cabinets and intenor decorating products and services.
Visitors will be able to register
For door prizes and gifts to be
awarded by individual exhibitors.

Greg Delaney,coorchnaux of the
fifth annual show, expects this
year's show to be another exciting
event as people prepare their homes
for spring and summer. "One of the
most exclung things about this show
is that it is free,' he said. LAM year
more than 8,000 people attended the
three-day show.
Hours for the show will be 3 to 9
p.m., Fnday, Feb. 18; 10 a.m. to 9
p.m , Saturday, Feb. 19; and noon
to 5 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 20. For
more information call 753-2400.
Murray State's Exposition Center
is located on College Farm Road,
across from Calloway County High
School.

TAKE AMERICA'S #1
TILLER HOME TODAY!
• Rear tines and powered wheels
make tilling easy.
• FREE demonstration. All
models in stock and ready to go!
• NO MONEY-DOWN Financing
available when credit qualified!

Newspaper says $10 million
wasn't spent on toys for tots
WASHINGTON (AP) — The main fund-raising arm of the Marine Reserve's Toys for Tots Chnstmas drive raised nearly $10 million by mail over the past two years but didn't buy any toys with
the money, The Washington Post reports.
The donations failed to cover the costs of running the direct-mail
effort.
Federal authorities are investigating the Marine Toy for Tots
Foundation to determine whether its former president diverted
money from other facets of the nonprofit foundation and engaged
in other financial irregularities, the Post reports in today's editions.
While toys donated to individual reserve units across the country
are reaching needy children, the Post said, most of the cash donated
through the reserve's three-year-old foundation is not. The Marine
toy-collecting effort itself started 40 years ago.
Of the total cash raised by the Marine Toys for Tots Foundation
in its most recent fiscal year, 10 percent went to buy toys, according to financial records cited by the Post.
In a report issued this week, the Better Business Bureau cited the
foundation as violating six of its 24 standards for charitable organizations, the newspaper said. Among the concerns are the amount of
money spent on fund-raising and management and the lack of complete financial data on the foundation's operations.
The Post said Marine Reserve officials were scrambling to correct the problems but were concerned that it could damage the
annual toy campaign.
Foundation officials told the Post that the most serious problems
related to the organization's former president, Jerry L. King, who
was dismissed last summer after The Buffalo News reported that he
had been convicted of tax evasion and of conspiring to deal in
counterfeit money.
Retired Lt. Gen. Matthew T. Cooper, who succeeded King, was
quoted by the Post as saying the foundation is cooperating with
federal investigators in their efforts to determine whether King
diverted money from the charity.
King, reached by the Post at his home near Buffalo, declined to
comment.
Cooper acknowledged that the foundation has been "an embarrassment," adding: "But we are trying to put the train back on
track, working seven days a week to assure the public's money
goes where it should.—
,
Attempts by The Associated Press to locate Cooper for further
I comment Wednesday night were unsuccessful.
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ARTS
'Death of a Salesman'opens this weekend
Thoreau said "The mass of men
lead lives of quiet clesparation."
Such a statement is brilliantly de,
pick-4 in the next Playhouse In The
Park production, "Death of a Salesman."
An American classic,"Deadi of a
Salcsrnan" was written by the famou, American dramatist Arthur
NI Her. The issues detailed in the
pIa, are still as valid today as when
wriacm in 1974. A story of great
ex Itcctations, family, unemployiticrit, corporate down-sizing, and
work, it also deals with the role that
work plays in our lives, and one
riians devotibn to his work.
Director Skip Hamra has dedicated this production to Ms. Ruby
rp• ler, who died on May 19, 1993.
1-he an world has lost one of its

"My Fair Lady," "Finiim's RainSi The art world
bow," and "Be Bop."
has lost one of its
"The part of Willy Lornan is by
,
lights"
most shining
far the most demanding and chal-

...Director Skip Hamra
most shining lights," Hamra said.
"She was a magnificent lady who
affected so many lives. She was
known as Professor Krider, Ms.
Ruby and by me, Mama Ruby. I
dedicate this production and my
life's work to spreading her teachings."
The main character, Willy Loman, will be played by local attorney and actor Bill Phillips. Phillips
has played a variety of roles and has
a very impressive theatrical resume,
including lead roles in such plays as

Fleming Furniture ... Benton & Paducah

If-

lenging role an actor can play," said
director Skip Hamra. "This is a role
in which Bill can just shine. He is
doing an exceptional job."
Besides his acting ability, Phillips is a dancer, singer, comedian,
storyteller and playwright. Scripts
written and produced by Phillips
include "War," "Lifeline," and "A
Kentucky Adventure."
This will be at least the second
time the paths of Bill Phillips and
Arthur Miller have crossed. At the
University of Michigan in 1958, at
the same time Phillips was receiving
his Bachelor of Arts Degree, Arthur

At;

Miller was presented with an honorary degree from that school.
Phillips is active in many civic
and professional groups. He is married and has three chddren.
Other cast members are: Toby
Pruitt, Bill Graham, John Frou_s,
Michael Robinson, and Lynda Larramore.
The cast is composed of many
newcomers to the area including
Koeli Clark, Anna Bornes,and John
McNally, all of whom are natives of
Kentucky and have recently relocated to this area.
Julie Fontano is a Murray State
University student originally from
Long Island, NY. Tim Merriman is
the new Manager of Research and
Innovations at TVA's land Between the Lakes.
Nancy Christensen recently

Albert Sperath receives
arts council fellowship

Fleming Furniture ... Benton & Paducah

TOO MUCH
INVENTORY!

Albert Sperath, director of University Galleries at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
prestigious fellowship from the
Kentucky Arts Council.
Sperath received one of nine
55,000 Al Smith Fellowships. The
unrestricted grant was awarded after
an out-of-state panel reviewed applications and slides of artists' work.
He plans to use the grant for seed
money to build a studio at his home.
"The biggest boost an artist can
receive is to have a peer panel
review process of people you don't
know affirm that your work is of
quality that they give you money.
It's a real shot in the arm," Sperath
said.
The Al Smith Fellowships encourage artists to work and stay in
Kentucky, Sperath said. He works
in the sculpture media.
Sperath has been director of
University Galleries since 1990. He
has previously been curator for the
Kentucky Art and Craft Foundation
Gallery in Louisville; exhibit designer/chief preparator for the J.B.
Speed Art Museum in Louisville;
director of the Kentucky Arts Corn-
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On Tuesday, March 1st at 8 pm,
Dr. Johnny Phcrigo, professor of
Music at Western Michigan University, will present a guest artist recital
on the natural horn at Murray Slate
University's Farrell Recital Hall in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
His program will include works
by Jacques Gallay, Joseph Haydn,
Hermann Baumann, Douglas Hill
and Vitali Bujanovsky.
Dr. Pherigo is on sabbatical leave
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Feb. 10
Concert — "Strike Up the
Bands," admission charged.
Begins 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Feb. 11
Faculty Recital — Laura
Schumann, violin, and Mane
Taylor, piano, free at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall.
Feb. 11-13; 18-20
Theatrical Production —
"Death of a Salesman,"
admission charged. Begins at
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday:
2 p.m. on Sundays at Playhouse in the Park.
Through Feb. 15
Guest Artist Exhibit —
"Warrington Colescott
Retrospective," work by one
of the premier printmakers in
the U.S., free at 8 a.m. to 6

rrr
Division 01 Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc
Paducah, Ky („KAo
451 S. 16th Acroso From
442-4455 Polirood Shop)
1 800 788 6224

Fleming Furniture ... Benton 81

Benton, Ky.
365 71 Main
527-3481
-800-599-6224

Paducah 4 4 4 Fleming Furniture ... Benton & Paducah

1.

Li

a

from Western Michigan this semester to perform on a copy of an 18thcentury French horn without valves.
His recital will include commentary
on this historical instrument and the
repertoire featured on the program.
Dr. John Dressler of MSU's
music department will serve as the
piano accompanist for the recital.
The concert is free and open to the
public.

r a lencla r

p.m. Monday/Wednesday/
Friday; 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday/Thursday; 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday; 1 to 4
p.m. Sunday at the Eagle
Gallery. A reception will be
held Jan. 31 at 5:30 p.m. followed by a lecture at 7 p.m.
Feb. 17
Meeting — Camera Club,
free at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
Feb. 20
Faculty Recital — John
Schlaback, trumpet, and
Chris Hayes, trombone, free
at 3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall.
Through February
Art Exhibit — Karen Boyd,
weavings and pulled linen
paper pieces at MurrayCalloway County Library.
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90 Days Same As Cash • Up To 36 Months To Pay!

mission Traveling Exhibition Service; and an independent curator,
gallery consultant and exhibition
designer.
He has degrees from Ohio University and the University of Nebraska and has studied at the University of Kentucky, Indiana University, University of Hawaii and
the U.S. Armed Forces Institute.
A review he wrote is featured in
the current issue of "American Craft
Magazine."
He was invited to participate in an
exhibition at the Kentucky Art and
Craft Gallery in Louisville in December. Sperath was among 22
regional artists invited to exhibit at
the "loco-motion" show which featured kinetic art. Sperath submitted
"Twinkle, Twinkle" which featured
rapid sequences of light forming
patterns. The wall-hung box had a
grid of small lights programmed to
flash in different patterns. "Louisville Courier-Journal" art critic
Diane Heileman called Sperath's
entry "one of the exhibit's most
engaging, rather than merely novel,
works."

Professor will present
recital on natural horn

NOTHING
HELD BACK!

•Immediate Clearance!

Recliners
Lane & La-Z-Boy

BILL PHILLIPS
moved from Austin, Texas and
appears for the first time on a
Murray stage.
Assistant Director Denby Fields,

and Stage Manager David S.S.
Fleming complete the line-up.
Miller's other plays include "All
My Sons," "The Crucible," and
After the Fall." His short novel
"The Misfits" was the script used for
the last movie made by Marilyn
Monroe, his wife.
Playhouse in the Park's production of Death of a Salesman will be
performed for two weekends only.
Feb. 11-13 and 18-20 with Priday
and Saturday performances at 8 pm
and Sunday matinees at 2 pm.
Single ticket prices will be $6 for
adults, 55 for senior citizens and $4
for students.
Season pass holders should remember to call for reservations. For
further information about Death of
a Salesman or to make reservations,
contact the Playhouse at 759-1752.

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Cafl

759-1752

Death of a
Salesman
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Feb. 11 and 12 at 8 p.m.
Feb. 13 at 2 p.m.
Feb. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m.
Feb. 20 at 2 p.m.
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Final rites for Hall McCuiston were today at 10 a.m, in the chapel
of J H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Music
was by Bobby Malone, soloist, and Mrs. Allene Knight, organist.
Pallbearers were Mark Lassiter, Tim Scruggs, Dick Neel, Rick
Boyd, Lee Vance and Ronald Churchill Jr., active; members of Baraca
Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church, honorary. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Together We Build Program of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mr. McCuiston, 93, of North 19th Street, Murray, died Tuesday at
7:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
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The funeral for Vernon Atkins is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Wilson and the Rev.
David Stephenson are officiating.
Pallbearers are Jason Fite, Jarod Fite. Bodine Burgess, George
Dunevant, Gary Atkins and Bobby Atkins, active; members of Horton
Bible Class of First Baptist Church, Mayfield, honorary group. Burial
will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Atkins, 80, Mayfield, died Tuesday at 5:45 a.m. at Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Violet M. Atkins, Mayfield: one
son, Jimmy K. Atkins, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Euplc Outland Taylor Cavitt were Wednesday
at 10 a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Brasher officiated. Music was by Shcrida Gentry and Chip Ray.
Pallbearers were Eddie Clyde Hale, Glenn Hale, Bobby Outland,
Mason Dale Outland, Odell Colson and Howard Bucy, active; Alfred
Williams and Clyde Colson, honorary. Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cavitt, 93, Rt. 3, Murray, died Monday at 1:50 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
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Memorial services for Mrs. Wanda Lee Farmer Dick will be Fnday
at II a.m in the chapel of 3.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry.
Jeffords will officiate. Music will be by Margery Shown, soloist, and
Joan Bowker, organist.
Burial will be in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
(Thursday) and on Friday following the memorial services.
Expressions of sympathy should be to First United Methodist
Church. Murray, or a favorite charity.
Mrs. Dick, 64, Rt. 7, Murray, Lynn Grove Road, died Monday at
her home.
She was a member of First United Methodist Church and a former
member and officer of Murray Woman's Club. She was a graduate 01
Murray Training Schoolaand had been employed at Murray State
University.
Born April 3, 1929, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Claude Farmer and Rella Wilson Farmer.
Survivors include three daughters, Lecanna Dick, Durham, N.C.,
and Carol Dick and Catherine Clark and husband, Jeff, Atlanta, Ga.;
one granddaughter, Madison Lee Clark, Atlanta; one sister, Mrs. Ann
Cain and husband, Dan, Sr. Louis, A10.; one brother, Edward Wilson
Farmer and wife, Eris, Line Oak.

Hall McCuiston

Curator,

chibition

Picas as of I AM

Mrs. Wanda Lee Farmer Dick

One Hollin Jones, 89, Rt. 1, Hazel, died Wednesday at 10:15 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member and deacon of North Fork Baptist Church where he also had taught Sunday School for over 50 years.
One daughter. Betty Jo Jones, died in 1930, and one grandson.
Graves Burke-en, died in December 1988. Six sisters and four brothers
also preceded him in death. Born Dec. 6, 1904, he was the son of the
late John L. Jones and Lula Moore Jones.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maymie Paschall Jones, to whom
he was married on Dec. 8, 1923; two daughters, Mrs. Annie Jean
Nance and husband, Vernon. Dogwood Drive, Murray, and Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen and husband, Charles M.. Rt. 3, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Billy Turner, the Rev. David Brasher and
Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate. Music will be by the Rev. and Mrs.
Malcolm Norton.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).

lould reions. For
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Stock Market
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Mrs. Opal Osborne, 81. South Seventh Street, Mayfield. died Wednesday at 2:3(1 a.m. at her home.
She was a retired employee of Merit Clothing Company. Mayfield.
Born June 3, 1912, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the
late James Redmon and Cora Wright Redmon.
Preceding her in death were one son, James Osborne; six sisters,
MUM' Carr, Winnie Redmon, Lizzie Routen, Zelma Felts, Katherine
Copeland and Mae Works; two brothers, Utah Redmon and Berlin
Redmon.
Survivors include her husband, Marvin Osborne; one sun, Billie
Osborne, Rt. I, Farmington; one sister, Mrs. Mabel Estelle Waggoner,
Rt. 7, Mayfield; one brother, R.B. Redmon, Rt. I, Hickory; three
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Services will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Alvin York and the Rev. Raymond Smith
will officiate. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

Mrs. Florence Jobs, 80, Greenbriar. Murray, died Wednesday at
1 .05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She and her late husband, Sid Jobs, came to Calloway County and
operated Paradise Resort on Kentucky Lake for several years. They
were active in square dancing groups throughout the area and assisted
in the annual Tourism Square Dance event at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Mrs. Jobs was a member of First United Methodist Church. Born
March 21, 1913, at St. Louis, Mo., she was the daughter of the late
George Hall and May White Hall.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Betty Dreher and husband,
Don, St. Louis; one son. Sid Jobs and wife, Loretta, Murray; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Dollie Lorenz and husband, Ralph. Murray, and
Mrs. Ada Hall, Illinois; four grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday.
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13•I-Alr Shopping
912 South 12th
Murray, KY

astral

without changing blade
• 6 speed transasle tender shirt
• Infinite height adiustmentS

C.nt.r

tat!!

1199"
1399'
1499"
1899"
1399"
2199'
2399'
2699"

SAVE

NOW

3007e
40CP'
4007°
50'°
40CP°
4007°
406°°

899°'
1099"
1099"
1499"
1349"
1799"
1999"
2299"

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-6:00
Sunday 1-4

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1212PlaY
$5.00 Column Inch
eos Discount Did Oh"
Wit Decourd ant tun
yPotroSIJ
VI 3Ads Ws/ km We.
$1 75 per colurrin Inch ischo tor

luescloy OhoppIng Guido).

Reader

Adl

254 pot word, 15 00 minimum
10 day Sc per word per day tor
each additional consocultse
day $1.75 •Kno tor Shopper
flues Ciasstneas go Into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for
blind box oda.

raaLlaa_12.1122c2P4s/
A $200 is.vrIll be ratcstaact io make

arry changes to ad cave,oicaine.

010
020
025
030
040
350

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
L090 NOtlCe
Nonce
Personals
Cord or Thanks
In Memory
Lon a Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock a Supplies
Poultry & SUptS,OS
ProcKice
Feed & Seed

OKI
070
090
100
11C

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For SOIO or trod,
Wont to Buy
Articies For Sole
Applronces
Horne Furnanings
Antiques
VociA.am Cieariers
Sewing Machines
HeoW ECtuiPment
Sports EQuiPitaint
Firewood
Muacal
Miscellaneous
TV & Pod°
Pets & SaDC1i es

SERVICES

EMPLOYMEN1
Heip Wonted
Drarnestic & allocate
Situation Wonted
Buenas' Opportixely
inshucticn

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 Mobile Homes to Rent
205 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
(likeness Rentals
300 .
Wont To Pent
310 ..
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Pent
330
Houses For Pent
300 .
For Pent or Lease
360

oeo

infiUrOnC e

230
250
290
530

Exterminating
Buenos Services
Heonrsg & Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycies
Auto Sennces
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Compe's
Boots a Motors

,20
131.1

leo

150
155
160
165
170

leo

195
200
210
220
240
260
380

EMI

ton
ill

010

L•91
Notice

Legal

SEARS

CLASSIFIED

A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scandina
vian. European. South
American Japanese High
School Exchange Students
arriving August Become a
host familyrAISE Cali Elizabeth (502) 782 2861 or
803-SIBLING
AS SEEN ON T V

I once was three
Now look at me
Sweet Sixteen
Amy Lee.
Lore, Daddy

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

TRacToN MALI TRAONGGENN
LEMNOS T

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Anneal* Thru Age 114
Our most compreben
see policy pays for
Skated Intermediate or
Custodial Care won
Medscare s new guide

confinement
Nursing Horne lnsur
ance a more important
than ever
For tritio
IntorrnatIon call:
lines

for

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Norma kane'i \ails
Hot Wax
Treat
Yourself Manicure

'30 set

Moat*

Nein

Niles

NolIce

ecutors, appt. 1-26-94,
NOTICE TO
NOTICE TO
Sid Easley, 204 South
CREDITORS
CREDITORS
The following estate Sixth St., Murray, Ky.
The following estate
appoint- 42071, Attorney.
appoint- fiduciary
fiduciary
ments have been made ments have been made
Ann P. Wilson
in the Calloway Dis- in the Calloway DisCircuit Court Clerk
trict Court. All claims trict Court. MI claims
against these estates against these estates
LEGAL NOTICE
should be filed with the should be filed with the
final settlement of
A
six
within
fiduciary within six Fiduciary
accounts has been filed
months of date of months of date of in the Calloway Disqualification.
qualification.
N. trict Court by Hal Kent
William
Roy E. Hale, Route 3,
Kingins, AdministraState
126
Crutcher,
Ky.
Box 187, Murray,
tor, of the estate of
42049,
Ky.
Hazel,
St.,
GeorDeceased,
42071,
Jackie Ann Dunlap
gia Hale Pereira, 322 Deceased, Robert La. Kingins, Deceased.
Gateway Lane, Hopk- may, 519 N. State, Exceptions to this setinsville, Ky.42240, Ex- Jackson Mi.49201, Ex- tlement must be filed
ecutrix, appt. 1-26-94, ecutor, appt. 1-05-94, in the Calloway DisRobert 0. Miller, 201 Robert 0. Miller, 201 trict Court on or before
South 5th St., Murray, South Fifth St., Mur- 9:00 a.m., February
42071,
Ky.
Ky. 42071, Attorney. ray,
22nd, 1994, the date of
Leander Attorney.
Harmon
Nova Lee Wendt, hearing.
Marine, 201 North
Ann P. Wilson
17th St., Murray, Ky. Route 7, Box 630, MurCircuit Court Clerk
42071, Deceased, Mary ray, Ky. 42071, deFrances Buckner, 201 ceased, Nancy Lynn
LEGAL NOTICE
North 17th St., Mur- Jones, Route 7, Box
An informal final
ray, Ky 42071, Execu- 248, Murray, Ky.
accounts
trix, appt. 1-26-94, 42071,Executrix,appt. settlement of
has been filed in the
John A. Gregory, Jr., 1-05-94.
District
Novella Chambers, Calloway
204 South 6th St., Mur42071, Route 2, Box 336, Mur- Court by Irene G.
Ky.
ray,
L.
ray, Ky. 42071, De- Young, Delura
Attorney.
Darren Maurice Fos- ceased, Teddy Joe Mitchell and Eddie B.
Co-Executors,
ter, 512 South 13th St., Chambers, P.O. Box Young,
Murray,Ky.42071,De- 12762, Jackson, Ms. of the estate of J.W.
ceased, Vanes& Shi- 39246-2762, Admini- Young, Deceased. Exnault, 206 South Six- strator, appt. 1-05-94. ceptions to this settleLaverne Steele An- ment must be filed in
teenth St., Murray, Ky.
42071, Administrator, derson, Route 2, Box the Calloway District
appt. 1-26-94, Paul C. 321, Murray, Ky. Court on or before 9:00
Deceased, a.m., February 22,
Hayes, 204 South 5th 42071,
St., Murray, Ky.42071, Brenda L. Jones, Route 1994, the date of hear2, Box 205, Murray, ing.
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson
Effie Y. Vaughn, Ky. 42071, Executrix,
Circuit Court Clerk
1616 Main St., Murray, appt. 1-05-94, Max W.
Ky. 42071, Deceased, Parker, 104 North
LEGAL NOTICE
Isenhower, Fourth St., Murray,
Carolyn
A final settlement of
P.O. Box 425 and Mar- Ky. 42071, Attorney.
Mary E. Neese, P.O. accounts has been filed
garet Vaught, Route 2,
Murray, Ky. 42071, Box 153, Hazel, Ky. in the Calloway DisCo-Executrixes, appt. 42049, Deceased, Ew- trict Court by Thelma
1-26-94, Sid Easley, ing Stubblefield, Route Moore Alton, Execu204 South 6th St., Mur- 2, Box 101, Hazel, Ky. trix, of the estate of
42071, 42049, Executor, appt. Clinton Roscoe Moore,
Ky.
ray,
1-05-94.
Deceased. Exceptions
Attorney.
Garland, to this settlement must
Pauline
Henry Isaiah Treas,
Ky.
be filed in the Calloway
Route 1, Box 179, Ki rk- P.O. Box 64, Almo,
sey, Ky. 42054, De. 42020, Deceased, Billy District Court on or be811
Garland,
Gene
9:00 a.m., Februfore
ceased, Ruby Helen
Treas, Route 1, Box North Eighteenth St., ary 22nd, 1994, the
179, Kirksey, Ky. Murray,Ky.42071,Ad- date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
42054,Executrix,appt. ministrator-With Circuit Court Clerk
W. Will-Annexed, appt. 1Max
1-26-94,
K.
Parker, 104 North 05-94, Warren
LEGAL NOTICE
Fourth St., Murray, Hopkins, 204 South
Fifth St., Murray, Ky.
Ky. 42071, Attorney.
A periodic settle42071, Attorney.
ment of accounts has
Clemmie Boggess,
CalloRoute 3, Murray, Ky.
Gala
Alexander been filed in the
Deceased, Boyd, Murray Manor way District Court by
42071,
Boggess, J7, Murray, Ky. 42071, Christine Jones Rose,
Hampton
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. Deceased, Robert H. Administratrix, of the
42036, Executor, appt. Kuhlman, 2346 Ha- estate of Ronald D.
Robert O. nover West Lane, At- Jones, Deceased. Ex2-2-94,
Miller, 201 South 5th lanta, Ga., Executor, ceptions to this settlement must be filed in
St., Murray,Ky.42071, appt. 1-19-94.
Attorney.
Cleo Grogan, Route the Calloway District
Ruby M. Keel, 315 4, Box 575, Murray, Court on or before 900
Woodlawn, Murray, Ky. 42071, Deceased, a.m., February 22nd,
Ky. 42071, Deceased, Velma Miller, P.O. Box 1994, the date of hearRudy L. Barnett, 1312 2, Hazel, Ky. 42049, ing.
Ann P. Wilson
North 4th St., Murray, Executrix, appt. 1-26Circuit Court Clerk
Ky. 42071, Executor, 94, Robert 0. Miller,
appt. 2-2-94, Robert O. 201 South 5th St., MurLEGAL NOTICE
Miller, 201 South 5th ray,
42071,
Ky.
A periodic settleSt., Murray,Ky.42071, Attorney.
Attorney.
Alfred G. Thomas, ment of accounts has
Gilbert Vilarren Sa- 1508 Henry, Murray, been filed in the Callomuels, 2661 Pheasant Ky. 42071, Deceased, way District Court by
Run Lane, Beaver- Marilyn S. Burkeen, Joseph Michael Wilcreek, Oh. 45434, De- Route I, Dexter, Ky. son,guardian for Gayle
ceased, Richard Dou- 42036, Executrix,appt. Talmadge Adam Ryan
minor
Thompson,
glas Samuels, 2661 1-26-94.
Pheasant Run Lane,
Elbert P. Outland, child. Exceptions to
Oh. Route 3, Box 240, Mur- this settlement must
Beavercreek,
45434, Ancillary Admi - ray, Ky. 42071, De- be filed in the Calloway
nistrator-Wi th-Willceased, Martha C. Har- District Court on or beAnnexed, appt. 2-2-94, per, Route 3, Box 240, fore 9:00 a.m., FebruRobert O. Miller, 201 Murray, Ky. 42071,Ex• ary 21st, 1994,the date
South 5th St., Murray, ecutnx, appt. 1-26-94. of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Ky. 42071, Attorney.
Abram D. Kelley,
Audrey Wilson Sim- Route 6, Box 320A. Circuit Court Clerk
mons, 919 Sycamore Murray,Ky.42071, DeSt., Murray,Ky. 42071, ceased,Sheme WheatDeceased, A. Wilson ley, 4900 W Batalina
Simmons, Jr., 2962 Ct., Louisville, Ky
*Ake
Midland Ave., Mem- 40229, Executrix,appt.
phis,Tn. 38111, Execu• 1-26-94.
tor, appt. 1-31-94.'
Audrey L. Sills, 902
Ann P. Wilson Pogue Aye, Murray,
Open Sundays
Circuit Court Clerk Ky 42071, Deceased,
°tele Thompson and
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Glendora Thompson,
1509 Story Av., Mur753-2310
ray, Ky. 42071, Co-Ex

ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1916

TO PLACE
AN AD

'free teak' Mtn service'

10
1-800-334-1203

7551-1137

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00

Tax Returns Prepared Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2)(2 consistency ad in °azfiedS every day.including the StIo pper..
for Sla0 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scanclina
vial, German high school
students arnving August
Become a host family Call
AMERICAN INTERCULTURAL STUDENT EX•
CVHANGE
1 800 SIBLING
IS your money earning 3 or
4%/ With us it will earn 15
to 20%, for more informs
son call 901-642 1616 day
or night ask for Earl
OPEN FEB. 10 PIZZA
MAGIC, AURORA Open
Thursday. Friday & Saturday at 5pm Closed Sunday
thru Wednesday Pizza, salads, hot sandwiches,
gyros breadsticks Dine-in
or carry out 474,8119,
1 ,804649 3804
SWEDISH BOY 17 anxiously awaiting host family
Enjoys sports music Other
Scandinavian European
high school students arriving August Call Emilie
502) 833-3229 or
1800-SIBLING
825
Porsonals

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

MEET nice singles w
names phone s's Down
Home Introductions
615-235 5000

Doers open al 6001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south lo S

HO. Road, nipht on So Hal. Road u4 'Isis

OPEN 10 1HE cynic

NON-PROFIT ORCAN /ST ON

753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
II you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages fur $4030 policy
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE
sit 16
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

FEMALE
$8 56
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
- AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
1400-455-4199
teuloiwriee TOLL FREE

460

Homes Pco S041

40

sac
560
570

OFFICE HOURS.,
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sae
For Trade
Fie* Column
Wonted

• Deadlines are 2 days
I, advancer

Help
Warted

Hse
Wonted

URGENT

Experienced Meat
Culler needed, full
position.
time

(Needed Immediate)y)
Someone to stay
with shut-in Live in
or daily Weekends
ott rI preferred
Please Call

753-7685
If Interested.
Nate Response ASAP
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career" We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn-3 00pm
We are an EOE This protect is funded by the Western Kentueky Private Industry Council JTPA
DRIVERS 48 state dry
freight carrier Home every
10-14 days Safety bonus
to $3500 Vacation plus
annual bonus I year OTR
DSI
experience
1 800 826 7136
DRIVERS Cheyenne Express & Prefab Transit are
looking for experienced
tractor trailer drivers We
otter great pay & benefits
for someone with lyr OTR
exp a good driving record
23yts or older Call us
M -F, 8am 5pm CST
800-473-5581
DRIVERS FLATBED Get
home weekends start
$ 23 5 raises to $ 33 5
Benefits 401K Conven
tionals flat training Live
west of I 75 800 828-8338
Ligon,Nashville, TN

Apply to

P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, KY 42071•
DRIVERS J B Hunt How
to Escape Low-Paying
Flatbed Driving Jobs Call
J B Hunt we otter up to 34
cents per rn.le with plenty of
miles to make your pay
check ad up Call
t.800325t067JB Hunt
The Best Run For The Mo
ney EOE Subject to Drug
Screen

DRIVERS Top opportuni
ties for owner operators in
three fleets Relocation Se
vices Blankehvrap and
High Value Products Out
standing tractor purchase
program avail Tuition free
training for inexp drivers
North American Van Lines
800 348 2147 Dept
DA 23
EARN up to $3 COOano processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 569-1962
EXPERIENCED cook
needed for afternoon shift
Apply in person at
Granny's 1006 Chestnut
Murray

America's Second Car

Sri Ugly Duckling
C.T.V=111
Locations C0.151 10 Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cats, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1 94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 10-50%
Retail Prices tveeytla,.

• TREADMILLS

Ranging horn

14994-549"

6 moors to cf... horn

rro, 69"-129"

• STEPPERS

259"
49`"

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE
• WEIGHTS r roie set

Jval I MIN East of Murray on 14wy. 14
Wog worth Its. Drivel

M-F 10-6

753-3769

Sat. 10-5

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only -

LOST Cream colored minature male poodle in the
Knight Rd Van Cleave Rd
East Y community An
swers to 'Romper' Call
753-2366

„

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

450

REAL WAIF SALES
Mobile Homes For See
For Sole or Lease
Nome Loons
Pool Eitaie
Lake Proper'v
Lots For Sae
Forms For Sae

270
365
420
430
435
440

Advertisers are requested to
check the fled 0564010n ol
Mee ods tor arty woe Murray
Lodger & nines arli be responsible for only ono incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections ccri be
mode

SSAVONS$ Help pay you
holiday bills, Earn
$200 $2000,month Sel
where S when you like It's
not lust door to door any
more I 800 388 6311
1-800-288-6311
AVON Representatives ur
gently needed 5200-$400
weekly potential Sell quality products to repeat cus
tomers homes workplaces Flexible hours
great supplement income
Free Training Samples Kit
1 -800-690 AVON
BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills fullsme or
part time depending on
availability Salary corn
rnensurate with experience
skills Send resume to
PO Box 1594 Murray KY
42071
CONVENANT TRANSPORT $500 Sign On Bo
nus LAST YEAR OUR TOP
TEAM EARNED OVER
$85 000 Starting at S 27 to
$29 Per Mile PLUS BONUSES TO $ 38 PER MILE
Solos welcome Spouse
Rider Program Truck Driv.
Ing School Graduates Wel•
come Paid Insurance
Motel, Layover Pay
Loading/Unloading Vaca
lion Deadhead pay Re
quiremenbs Age 23 lyr
verifiable over the road
Class A CDL with Hazard
Materials
out
1 800-441 4394

4:1-un a Classified Line Ac
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days freej)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

1916
753to place your ad.

reilere

• „,

'"-,

„
,

-I's,
Iim
DFIIVERS Msewest Sher
Mewl and OTR Opporture
hest No slip seating home
weekly ri shOnhall escsi
lent payibenehts BUR
LINGTON SAOTOFI CARRIERS 1-800 JOIN BMC
E OE

a

led lo
on of
4urruy
###
intPlanar
mod1.an bia

DRIVERS Over the Road
conventional equipment
Mats vosedes 1 yew experience required Start 27-34
CPU B•n•fits Call
800 4.44 6648

TUTORS needed mama
Wiley Mr Per school stu
dents in WI counoes of the
Jackson Purchase Al sub
tecM, retired macho(' sub&Mule leachers wielerred
$5117 per hour Send a
letter ol application re
sums and names and
phone numbers of two re
lerenceeto Upward Bound
Murray State University
Murray KY 42071

VETERANS Don t waste
experience,
sales , your valuable
FULLTIME
your rank and earn
Retain
management positions
retirement in the
extra
an
available College degree
Kentucky Army National
preferred sales experience
800 372 7601
heipfui but riot required 0 Guard
interested cal 753-2685 WANTED truck Omen, labetween 8 30am 5 Opm borers mechanic & con
Mon Fri
awe plant manager Days
or nights
GRAPHIC layout & design 615-232-7001
615-232-7771
position available Fluent
on McIntosh computers re
WILDLIFE/
quired Salary & benefits CONSERVATION JOBS
comparable to experience
Game warden seoJrity,
Send resume to Computer maintenance etc No cap
GraphicstopyPlus 1411 necessary Now hiring For
Main St Murray. KY 42071
into call 2197940010 ext
9pm 7 days
HELP wanted Eastside BP 7159 8am
119 E Main Ideal tor retired
07n
person No phone calls
Domestic
LICENSED Cosrnotologist,
I Childcare
Fulltime position
CAREGIVER male ma
753-3688
ture, experienced reliable.
HELP wanted Must be de
will sitAnelp with sick disabto
8am
apply
pendable
led elderly in hospital or
Ipm Spanky s, Puryear home errands, grocery
TN No phone calls please shop etc Excellent refer753.6495 if no
NEED EXTRA CASH ences
answer. leave message on
needed,Ambitious person
machine and Ill
answering
to help w,sales Work full or
return your call
part time Excellent pay No
experience necessary For CLEANING houses is my
into send name & phone
business Reliable and exto RI 7 Box 109 Murray
perienced references Call
Ky42071
Linda 759-9553

.E.211
P.m.
p.m.

ays

pporbini
arators in
.abon Se
rap and
cts Out
purchase
nbon free
drivers
Ian Lines
Dept

mo pro
a refunds
xperience
69-1962

D cook
oon shift
'son at
Chestnut

NEED EXTRA CASH If
you want more out of life
more money more fun
more beauty more per
sonal growth then we
would love to discuss the
career opportunities aval
able Sales representatives
are needed for expanding
Fortune 500 company
Training is free and ongoing Great benefits No door
to door knocking Call
753-2612 Of 753-1595

• vmg
PAPA Johns Pizza in Mur
ray is hiring a shift leader
Preferred pizza or management experience Apply in
person. Dixieland Center

th
2071

PARTTIME day & night
positions now available at
Sub way Please apply in
person 508 N 12th
Murray

71
-11111
549"

129"
259"
49"
14
I. 10-5

WILL clean houses rea
sonable rates relerences
437-4064

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING jobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061

MATTRESSES any sae
Buy factory direct, Ask ab
out our Replace' Smith Mat
tress
Factory
502 851 3160

1)0
Arnim
For Sala
10n FT brake Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436-2701

ATTENTION customers
Enrol to buy your Stanley
products at wholesale
price No investment For
info send name & phone
to SHP 1503 Chaucer Dr
Murray Ky 42071

Flowood

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating. inc We haul top
5011, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

GARAGE door. 16X7
steel Call 502-753-6001

PAY Phone Route 50 High
Traffic Sites (Local/
Established) High Earning
potential/Priced for immediate sale Investment Re800-956-7710
quired
24hrs

GLASSWARE all kinds
Fenton Moon and Star
Carnival Glass Teapots all
kinds Quilts old and new
Doll collections old and
new Figurines Some furniture 502-457-2683

EMI

Wanl
To Buy

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of.
• Green Houses
'Outside Float System
• Float Trays

• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking staled & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

ENSURE food supplement
8 cases for sale SI 5:case
901-642-8055
FRUSTRATION pencils
tracing figures book
marks magnets HBS Rt 1
Hardin KY 42048

LOG HOMES Design set
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES.3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept CK, Moss
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231-3695
LOSE weight feel great,
Safely and effectively guaranteed Make the right
choice Call Select Phar
maceutical
1 800-258 0989 Ask about
our special, Visa Mastercard, and COD'S accepted
NES system & cartridge
753-3669 8am-4pm

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

(502) 435-4415

J D 7000 6 30 Notil
planter, plateless monitor
753-4678

BODY conditioner & toner
Call
5 unites in 1
502-753-6001

OFFICE or business building with adjoining duplex
1138 115 South 13th St on
the NE corner of 13th &
Poplar Call 502-753-6001

Instruction

WELDING bed for I ton
truck Custom built 911 with
tool boxes vice 8 hitch
Nice, $425 Call 753 7668
days only

FOR sale last chance for
AK 47_s & SKS s with milled
recervers 753 8738

PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of four years
experience in painting resk
dente, houses inside and
out Applictions can be obtained at Blacks Decorating Center 701 S 4th St
between 8am and 5pm
Monday through Friday

BECOME a paralegal
Join America's tastes
growing profession Lawyer instructed home
study Choice of specialty
programs offered PC Dl,
Atlanta Georgia Free ca
&
talogue
800 362 7070, Dept
LB742

THREE old stain glass win
Claws Out of old church Call
492 8714 Of 753-5738

BLOW-OUT SALE! large
stock of fiberglass roofing
& underpinning Start at $1
a sheet & up Paschal's
Salvage (901) 498-8964
Hwy 641 S of Hazel

CAMCORDER excellent
condition Call 437-4327

110

1973 12X60 2BR 1 bath
gas with appliances Must
be moved Needs carpet
$3500 or trade or any
thing Call 753 7668 days
or 753-4919 nights

II:SLOW-OUT SALE, win
does plywood big liquids
Appliances
Don of building material
2X4X8 as low as S 1 apiece
113CUBIC ft Frigidaire reSelling the while it lasts frigerator with ice maker
Raschafl s Salvage (901) Frigidaire 24in built-in
498 8964 Hwy 641 S of oven Whirlpool washer 8
Hazel
dryer Call 753-4575 after
2BLOW-OUT SALE! root 6Prn
rig tar $4 per 5gai %
G E Refrigerator good
parbca board $8 per sheet condition white side by
bar
8
Lots oflumber nails
side doors 753 2125
gains of all kinds Ply-wood
& chip board also Come &
see, Paschall s Salvage
9011498 8964 Hwy 641 S
at Hazel
CONTEMPORARY King
31310W-OUT SALEf giant waterbed with rnatress 2
stock of vinyl floor covnng
night stands $200
tile, hardwood & wallboard
901 498 8950 after 6pm
Priced to sell Paschall's
Salvage, 19011 498-8964. COUNTRY blue 7f1 couch
with oak trim & matching
Hwy 641 S of Hazel
chair $1,100 new will sell
5 220 WALL Heaters 1-3 for $450 firm 474 2769
Stack 4-2 Stack $20/ea or
DRAPES,various styles
S80 all Call 489 2453
custom made window treatMPOST Frame Buildings ments Like new Great
Size 24 x40's9 Eave PfIC• buy 753-6463
$4290 plus freight Other
SOFA with reclining ends
Saes available Blitz Burl
Blue tan & cream Good
ders 1-800-628-1324
condition $300 753-4893
ANTIQUES Black walnut after 5pm
vanity V. length oak bed
walnut wardrobe Ment
condibon 345-2382

GOURMET COFFEE
Break room delight Everyone buys Hundreds of locations Invest Reg
1-800-863-7260

SALES clerk needed Early
shift must be available for
Sunday mornings Apply at
Ropers Donut Shop 1409
Main St

will
ried
to
re-

WANTED TO BUY Treed
mil in excellent condition
Call 753-6030 alter 5pm

PHARMACY technician
fullbme, experience preferred Send resume to PO
Box 1040 B Murray, KY
42071

ROUTE sales PEPSI
COLA has job opportunities
due to continued expansion
and product support Candidates will enter-on-the
lob training program to
learn to operate tractor,
trailer, sales and merchandising Training at no cost
and you will be paid as you
learn No experience re,
quired After successful
completion of training, can
didates will be responsible
for local delivery runs and
sale operation of vehicle
Excellent earning potential
and benefits With local
travel To apply come to
PEPSI-COLA, Highway
641 N, Benton, KY, Thursday February 10th & Friday. February 11th from
9am to 3pm

as

WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474-2131 after 3prn ask for
Betty or leave message

Miciaa
For Soh

CASH pod for good used
riles shotguns anti pe
toll Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

NEW metal siding & rooting Cover 36* cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
NICE wooden stand-up
clock needs work $200
Antique sewing machine in
cabinet $200 2 plug in
heaters, like new, $50
753-2644
SAUNA, dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
502 753 6001
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1 800-462 9197

210

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
lAjslcsl
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600 21T-1
Miscellaneous
A beautiful chapel wedding
n the Smoky Mountains
Gallinburg s little log
chapel Charming rustic,
borders National Park A
dream wedding to fit your
budget 1 800 554 1451

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
I 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 498-4 Equai
Housing Opportunity

1978 24FT motor home
18 XXX miles original
owner all °peons $11500
or best otter 1709 Cale
way Ave
1993 GATEWAY Mobile
Home 14.60 2br 1 bath
completelty furnished
502-753-7753 after sale
30 days possession
ATTENTION BUYERS
SELLERS mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Finanaal
Refinancing available
Fast friendly service For
call
application
1 800 221 8204
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles
doubles Financing avail
able Clean late model
homes Green Tree Finan
oal Corporabon'Kentucky,
or
606 223 1010
1 800-221 8204
SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built Energy Eli
cient Manufactured
Homes, One of Tennes
sees LARGEST & OLD
EST Dealers Dinkins Mo
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Paris TN I 800 642 4891

KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARANTEED, Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St
Murray KY
ROMANTIC CANDELITE
Smoky
WEDDINGS
Mountains Ordained Ministers Elegant Chapel,
Photographs Florals Limos Videos, Bridal Suites
with Jacuzzis No Waiting
No Blood Tests Galin
burg
Tennessee
1 800 933 7464
WEDDINGS OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Mountain
Chapel overlooking river,
near Gatlinburg Everything provided Accommodations Romantic CAR
RIAGE RIDE Cabins Ja
ouzzis or Hot Tubs Charge
Cards accepted HEART
LAND 1 800 448 VOWS
(8697)

Business
Servkes
K T I and Associates offer
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
27n
Mobile
Horne For Saki
14X65 2 LARGE bed
ooms 2 full baths excel
ant condition service pole
$8 900 328 8204
1993 I6X60 2br 2 bath
may be left on lot In Panar
ama Shores 436 5773

NEW 2br dupes with ca
port and outside storage
S435mo plus lease 8 de
posit Call 753 7951
NEWLY construcied 1 &
2br apartment near MSU
Call 753 0472
NICE duplex 2br central
h a appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NOW taking applications
lot Section Slow rent hnis
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SUMMERS coming beau
Out lake duplex boat ramp
each 2br wd hook up
15min from Murray Top
$350,mo bottom $275,mo
527 9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access,
de Equal Housing Oppor
tunny Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113

Rooms
For Reit
1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen & Irving
room privileges Coleman
RE 753 9898

SWEETHEART SALE 5%
down payment 799% to
3.19
qualified buyers 1 week
Noose.
only New 28X48 $29 900
For Rini
New 16X80 $19.900. New
16X60 $17,900 New 2BR house on So 7th St
14X68 $14,900 New $350/mo lease & deposi
14X56 $12.900 Used 10 required 753 4109
wides from $5 995, 5% 3BR electric ha, garage
down 799% 20 year
No pets $425,mo $250
nancing available LAKE- epos,' Call after 5pm
LAND QUALITY HOMES. 753 0038
641 2 miles North of Ben
4BR 2 bath fully furnished,
ton. KY 502 527-5253
lakefront deck whirlpool
TRAILER 14X60 underpin
tub, weekly or monthly
ning & storage building Will rates
Coleman RE
sell building seperatly
753 9898
753 7371
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
31)1, 2 bath brick $650,mo
lease & deposit required
Mobile
753 4109
Koine* For Rent
14X70 3br 2 bath lust
remodeled in Panarama
Shores 436 5773
2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shonern
S20-$40mo 759-4081

2BR stove & refrigerator
furnished gas central h a
5200,mo $200 deposit
firm 12 miles east of Mur
ray Hwy 94 & 497
474 2100

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

3BR 2 bath trailer for rent
489-2525 or 753-8101
3BR in country 436-23-32

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
A CHAPEL IN THE lance to college 753 5209
WOODS Be married in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods Gatlinburg No
Mobile
blood test or waiting period'
Home Lots For Rent
Valentine Special'
1 800-729-4365
MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488
GATLINBURG Summit
3rd Night Free-Except Holidays, fireplace, balcony,
kitchen, clubhouse pooljacuzzis Honeymoon Spe
oars, Individual units re- 4 CAR garage with office &
nted by Schweigert Enter- paved lot 753-4509
prises Free Brouchure
1 800-242-4853 (205) 800-2200S0 ft Coleman
RE 753 9898
988-5139

rat

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

NIB

A ,cirs.

Weel
To bay

COMMERCIAL building tor
rent Great location zoned
right Available immedi
ately 404 So 12th St
758 7435 days 753 3966
nights
DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes utilities Call De
bby at 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

329
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5prn
lBRnear MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR duplex appliances
fenced back yard Available
March 1st $410,,mo depo
sit references 492-8.393
2BR townhouse new, spa
oous all appliances dud
ing washer & dryer
753 4573
3BR 2 kill bath duplex
good area S425/mo depo
sit & references No pets
435 4214 after 5ipm
4BR 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
ha applicances furnished
Located on DiuguK1 Cole
man RE 753 9898
EMBASSY 2br. central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

MIXED hay Alfalfa Ti
mothy, & Fescue Square
bales 345 2196
STRAW for sale Racer
Coastal Store 10th &
Chestnut 753 0858
TIMOTHY hey 52,bale
753-0815 after 6pm

2 MALE Pointer bed dogs
435 4056
AKC Golden Retrievers
Shots & wormed Males
$150 Females $125 Dam
sire on premises
436-567t No answer
leave message
AKC Longhair German
Shepherd puppy shots 8
wormed adorable Parents
Must see
imported
753-9270
AKC registered Rottweil
ers, show quality Both pa
rents can be seen on pre
mises Bred for good tern
perment mother 85Ibs
father 120Ibs 5 females 3
males 901 644 9209 after
6pm
AVA'S Aviary 515S 7th St
Murray, KY 42071
759-4119 Hours Evenings
after 6 30 Sat 1 30-6 00
Sun 12 00-5 00 Birds
seed toys accessories
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI
CIDE recognize safe & et
fective against hook round
& tapeworms in dogs &
cats Available IT C at
farm feed & hardware
stores
HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

Pubic
Sale
FARM MACHINERY
TRUCKS MISC February
11 10 00AM Kirby Auction
Center I 65 Exit 6 Frank
Iii, KY Cosigninents Buy
8 Sell 502 586 8288 Ron
Kirby Auctioneer

CLASSIFIED
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lloal
NOM

Garage Sale
Nor To Do allsoadl
300 S. 6th Street

Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dresser chest mirror.
matching bed. side
Me, books. toys. col
styley
Soctables,
clothes. jewelry. bed
wheadboard
frame
and coffee table etc

GUN
SALE
Sat., Feb. 12th
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sun., Feb. 13th
12 p.m.-3 p.m.

1304 Olive Etivd Excision"
Blvd location 2 story ono
net with columns t.FI tOr
mal *rung library lwge
kitchen with island & pan
try large family room with
fireplace 51:x 2 lull 2 ,
58 ACRES prime develop baths utility room patio 2
merit property southwest of car garage Cal for appt
Must sell , 753 7689
Murray
759 9247
'9'7 SKYLINE 14X70 3tx
, bath stove reftpera
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
tor central ha $7 200
site
on
utilities
lease Low
security 753 3293 after Must be moved 527 0900
6pm
2EIR I bath wet storage
11 miles from
SURVEYED 68 acres to building
on Hwy 94 W
cated north of town rolling town
435 4560
terrain treed lot nice build

IS. PRIME acres on Cues
Campground Rd Option
available on 30 additional
acres with road frontage
Principals only Call Lou at
753 6869

ing sites Cal Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
753 1492
WILL you Paint/ Will you
,Do
supervise construction'
you want home equity/ You
CAN own your dream
home' Call Miles Homes
today 1 800 343 2884 ext

On Jones Rd., 2nd
house off Palestine
Church Rd.
LOT & 1., in Southwes
Villa Subdivision 150X140
trees all utilities availabl,,
Call 502 753 6001
A seven acre tract located 0
miles south of Murray
Copy of survey at Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492 call us

2BR home located near
downtown area Vacant &
ready tor occupancy Pr
iced in th $20s Owner
asking tor offer Contact
Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLSit 5332
3BR brick home on 2 acres
Hardwood floors '. base
merit den/kitchen area liv
ing room & garage Minutes
from town nice area Call
753 8217 after 6pm
3BR home in town quiet
neighborhood Just re
&aid to $50,500 Contact
Kopperud Realty,
53 1222 MLS, 5269

F
(
AUCTION)
A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
R JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
— ilLIILINICTICII/701 ..—=
NI_

FREE brochure, Lakefront
& acreage land bargain on
crystal dear horns Lake in
northeast Tennessee
Nicely wooded spectacular
views, Paved roads Excel
lent financing Buy direct
from developeriowner &
save thousands, Call Norris
days
7
Shores
File
800 488 4883
50 07019 48 1660

SAT.,MARCH 12, 1994
9:00 A.M.- Regardless Of Weather

M

A
C
H

LAKE
KENTUCKY
CLOSEOUT SALE, LAKE
ACCESS HOMESITES 1
Acre was $19900 now
$9800 11 acres was
$8900 now $6900 Gor
geous lake development'
Drastically reduced prices
on remaining parcels, Exc
terms Hurry for best selec
lion Call 1 800 858-1323
Woodland Acres

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - HAYFIELD, MI
er THE EXTRAVAGANZA OF THE YEAR *
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
IF YOU HAVE

MACHINERY TO SELL

CALL NOM CONSIGN EARLY!

. DON'T AIMS THE EVENT OF THE TEAM
i
Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
On Wednesday, Thursday, Or Friday,
March 9th, 10th, 11th For Check-In.

N

,E 1

SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1994 I

[ AN UNNELIEVABLE AUCTION EVENTI I

R
y

Jc
a

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER - FANCY FARM, KY

PHONE 502-623-8466

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

QjalQun
(5 UBD IV IcSION

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

Save 19.94%

ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

Discounted lot prices from 59,500
through February!
Owner Financing Acirilithier

Call 753-3387 for Details

• PUBLIC AUCTION •
Sat.. Feb. 12th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky.
take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield, Ky.
take 121 So. through Coldwater. Turn south on Hwy.
1836. Follow to Auction. Watch for Auction signs!
Old large post bed & dresser, flat top trunk, old kitchen cabinet
base, odd chest,old kitchen table, straight chairs, card table, nice
small oval glass china cabinet, telephone table, 3 pc bedroom
suite, odd beds & vanities, nice couch, recliner, hidabed, love
seat. Zenith color t v. wiremote,coffee & lamp tables,table lamps.
stereo, washer & dryer, microwave, small kitchen appliance, pots
& pans, cast iron pieces,(2) sets of fine china, old glass & china,
frost free refrigerator, like new window-air conditioner, good
central heating & coolin unit, lots of good collector items, chrome
breakfast set, flat irons. old well bucket, old battery wood radio
cabinet, old meal barrel!, nice clean drop in oven & surface unit.
electric sewing machine, old framed oak mirror, nice 12 h p
Murray riding mower, electric push mower,gas push mower, nice
Honda Gold Wing interstate motorcycle, Chevette 2 dr car wnew
tires, car ramps, hand & yard tools, old coins, other items not
listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available
For more Information & your Auction needs, pftone 435-4144.

Miller Ky- & Auctioneer
Dan
Tenn •tlell Firm 2333
Licensed I& Bonded
Ill

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall, Auctioneers
"My Services Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Estate Auction
Real Estate Auction
Saturday, February 19th at 10 a.m. selling for the
estate of Mr. H.L. Rogers. From Murray, Ky. take
121 So. thru New Concord to New Mt. Carmel
Church, turn left.
Tract One: A 0.337 tract of land at the intersection of
Cypress Cove Road and Morgan Boat Dock Rd. and
Kline Rd.
Tract Two: Lot #3 shown in plat 2 of H.B. Bailey on Ky.
Lake. Deed Book 121 Page 309.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.
This auction held jointly with Wayne Wilson Real
Estate. Wayne Wilson Broker, So. 12th St., Murray,
Ky. 753-3263.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 • Lynn Grove,

hr y
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Nome
Far Sole
38R home vi Kingswood
Subdivision Southwest
School Otstroct, hying room
den & kitchen congterwbon
bath CaM 753 0539
alter 5 30pm or leave
message

Veil
Cars
1985 CAMERO 228 50
hue 12 XXX miles, but
good condition Dark blue
all power except TIcips.
very dean outside & inside
$3,000 759 1235

-AT home teeing rad
clonal two story tour bed

1985 HONDA CRX 87 XXX
miles Alf 5sp $1 800
Nice 759 4476

room two bath, brick with
tall white columns Priced in
Pie $70 s CaM 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

1986 GRANDAM SE
black 73 XXX mass new
bras loaded $3 100 obo
Must seer 753-7975 or
759 9404

ATTRACTIVE 'light and
airy' to-level ranch offering
real comfort open floor
plan. COZy hearth. gracious
Irving room and family
room, freshly painted inter Or $70s Call 753 1492
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

1986 MERCURY Sable
GS new tares runs & looks
good bit auto windows
seats rear defrost art
heat good interior cas
sette radio adr, silver
$2,900 759 9196

CAMPUS CLOSE 3br
country blue home with
deep lot & garage Boasts
affordable fine quality Gas
heating Offered in mid
$40s through Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 MLSe
5406

1987 CHEVY Celebrity
Euro Sport 4 dr. V6 OD
and much more 753-7939

1992 BUICK Roadmaster
garage kept 29 XXX miles
stiM under factory warranty
cra, is/ cruise sit ABS
airbag 350 V 8 wan 25.
MPG on highway
753-3304
1993 BUICK Regal white,
11 XXX miles asking
$14800 759-1919
1993 FORD Taurus 4dr,
white, loaded 14 XXX
miles Asking $12,800
759 1919

Vans
1989 CELEBRITY Station
wagon blue on blue auto
1989 DODGE Grand Caraac am -fm Runs and van SE one owner, grey on
grey 109,000 highway
COMFORT and then some. drives great 53,500
Frankfort miles Excellent condition
L-shaped 3 bedroom brick Phone
or Phone 502-227 2760
ranch central gas heat 5 0 2 8 7 5 4 0 5 0
kitchen appliances located 502-875 1844 (dealer)
1990 AEROSTAR van.
west of the university low
1989 OLDS 98 Regency 48 XXX miles XLT pack$60s Century 21 Loretta
61 XXX miles excellent age excellent condition,
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
$11 500 762-3663 day or
condition $7,300 obo
753-6945 after 6pm
IMMEDIATE possession 753-0036 or 492 8684
could be yours in this great
3br, 2 bath brick ranch with
many recent improvements including new vinyl
trim and shutters security
Protect Your Number One Investment
doors remodeled baths
Spacious living and dining
areas Priced in the low
80s MLS 5299 Call Kopperud
Realty
753-1222 for more info and
your showing today

JIM DAY PAINTING
PAPERHANGING

LOOK at price and size'
How about 6br, 3 baths,
living room den, large
kitchen & lots of closets
Edge of city limits and only
$89,900 See this one
soon Fresh on the market
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222. MLS* 5450
OWNER being transferred
& would like a quick sale on
this beaubful 1993 double
wide 1820 square feet mobile home with vaulted ceiling & stone fireplace, 3P, 2
bath, fenced yard & back
deck in quiet area, lust
minutes from town Offered
in mid $40's through Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS4 5416.
REDUCEDI Immediate
possession Southwest
school district, 3br, 2 bath,
eat in kitchen dining room
Deck & shop 759-9359
RELAX & enioy the view of
KY Lake from this new 4br,
2 bath, home with abundant
storage areas including
walk-in closets Affordably
priced in the $80's Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS* 5279
TWO story 3br 24 bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whitnell Estates This lovely home has
a large Irving room/dining
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom w.rwalk-in
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bathroom and one bedroom has
a walk-in closet The parrally finished attic is perfect
fox a workroom or playroom The outside is surrounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753-4370
sin

r,Fe, Emma' • Thatssnr,
Rama* Rims \
nem! Adeca

753
.4931

1988 CHEVROLET 14 ton
extended cab new tlfOS
Alter 5pm call 753-6319

1989 CHEVY swb loaded
red 2wd 80 K Asking
$8,200 Call 753 9375

Srmpircrev

=gat"

Opening For Business Feb. 21st

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
BCS Tillers
Also Repair Work
Keuin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

WOOD WORKS
0 '
cf) 1.16

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard 8 Visa

tS
CuSTOM sincere CABreETS
cuSTOIX w000wORtofiG
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4071 suraurity • krunnixy (Biatand 11,nny ena.kn
750- 5940
.
*
"
• AN2 14.10[•

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 fr1/1104
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Wesbnghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

1993 FORD F-150 XLT
super cab excellent condi
tion
11 XXX miles
753-0488 after Ipm

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replacement 759-1515

1 LIKE new 1993 Ford Ranger XLT Low mileage
power, air, auto transmis
sion cast aluminum
wheels extras 435-4442

BACKHOE Service corn
plete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Masonry Phone 492-8516
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

1987 BOMBER Croppy
mate with 90hp Johnson
motor 489-2394
1988 20FT Cuddy Cabin
Baylmer Small black
Chevy with OMC outdnve
skies & life iackets boat in
excellent condition $8 500
obo 759-4618

B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 759 4490
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed
753-1134 or
436-51332
CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commerictal and resider
tial, vinyl tile, berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474-2131 or
437-4543

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
dean up odd lobs tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Spada] sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection,high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

CBilA Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

Al lA leaf raking & mulching, light hauling 436 2528
ask for Mark
Al. AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al, AL S hauling yard
work, tree removal, mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering. Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs. Office Signage, Greevng and Advertising
Posters Sancblasted Redwood Signs, /vchitectural
Signs . Metal and Foarn Letters . Bronze Plaques, Trade
Show SignsOisplays, My Custom Wood Works

474-8267

1990 CHEVROLET Silver
ado loaded 1 owner
31 XXX miles Call
753-0621 before 8pm

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

Authorized
BRIGGS A STRATTON
and KOHLER
Sernce Centex

Experienced buIlder
of houses, garages.
pole barns & Storage buildings Also
remodeling Call tor
estimates, no lob
too large or MO
Small

1981 FORD 1 ton duaby. 5
passenger, sleeper. 5th
wheel puller 460 Ford
auto a c excellent condtbon 436 5811 or 4362071
after 6pm

t988 CHEVROLET K-5
Blazer blue on blue 360.
V8 auto pis pi) stereo,
air rally wheels 80% rubber
Nicer $5 7F-0
502 875 4050 (dealer)

Need a
Plumber?

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

1972 CHEVY Cheyenne
rebuilt 350 motor & vans
yellow & white $2 150
474 $1410

1990 NISSAN Maxima
burgundy Excellent oondi
bon power everything
Call
$12 000 obo
753 4086 after 5pm

1988 2DR 5sp 4 cyc good
tires good condition
759-2114

lair

1971 INTERNATIONAL 2
len truck tractor 5th wrbeel
air brakes 753-4678

1990 BUICK Century 3300
V 6 loaded all options
dark blue on blue, one
owner Excellent condeon,
55 500 502 875-4050

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation arid service
Call Gary at
759,4754

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sysAl TREE Service Stump tems 354-8161 after 4pm
removal and spraying Free
DIAL Construction Addiestimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816,753 0495 tions remodeling total re
modeling No lob too small
ALL gutters & leaves or too large 753-7662
cleaned Leaf pickup &
hauling Call David Bailey DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blowat Sarfari Lawn Care
ing ceilings 753-4761
753-6986

ALPHA Builders - Carpen- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
try, remodeling porches,
Inc Service sales and inroofing concrete drivestallation (502) 435-4699
ways, painting mainte435-4327
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References availANTENNA Repair and inable 436-2060
stallabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an- GENERAL Repair plumbtennas rotors, and amp', ing roofing tree work
tiers Beasley s Antenna 436 2642
Service
Buchanan
GERALD WALTERS
901-842-4077
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintANTIQUE refinishing fur ing Free estimates 18
niture repair & custom years experience Local re
woodworking 753-8056
ferenoes 436-2701

Call
Sudden

Service

759-1011
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, ylnyl siding
vinyl replacement win
does vinyl flooring
436 2052
HAVE you had Breast Implant Surgery? Cal Fiore
Stuart attorney, for legal
advice 1-600-732-3178
No tee unless you win your
THIS IS AN
case
ADVERTISEMENT
HEATING Ron Hal Heating Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete sensation Licensed gm Installer
Phone 435-4699

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years' Carpets
Upholstery-Emergency
water removal 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured vath full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning.
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 1-5
Mon -Fri 753-0530
WILL iron in my home Will
do house cleaning have
references Call 436-2215
ask for Vita or leave
message
WILL sit with sick & elderly
References 474-2385
WINDOW & door repair
20yrs experience
753-2330

FREE to good home female house broken Sheep
dog Call 753-1980
579
Welted
WANTED 5 LUCKY
HOMES to demonstrate
our 1994 line of vinyl siding
and tat replacement 'windows 100% financing Call
Jeff,
toll
free
1-800-685-4035
WANTED Girls age 4-19
for the 1994 Miss KY
CoecliTeen+Pre-teeni
Princess Scholarship Pageant For an application Of
more information call
1 800 818-2225'

CLASSIFIED

Molorcyckis
1988 SUZUKI 500 quad
racer 4 wheeler with CGR
cydinder very fast & nice
$1 500 obo 759-4618
1989 HONDA Razz Scooter black very low miles
759 1235

1971 SUPER Sport Cam
ero needs work. $1,500
753-0578 days
1980 TRANSAM body
complete but parbcally disassembled for restoration
454 big block excellent
drive train $1.000
753 3704 1601 Loch
Lomond

CONTRACT BRIDGE

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior arid Exterior
Residential & Commercial
PROMPT

LICENSED

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

AND
INSURED

A K 10
Q 84 3

Executive
otors

1984 BMW 318 I, 2dr, auto,
excellent shape, $5.000 or
trade for Blazer or Subur
ban 502-753-2260
1984 OLDS Toronado
loaded 759-4683 after
12noon

Close-Out On
All 1993 New
And GM
Program Cars
No Reasonable
Offer Refused,

Purdom
Motors, Inc.
753-5315
1300/121 Bypass

1-000-455-5315

Blitzkrieg!
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
+6532
K7
•853
+8643
WEST

EAST
QJ 9
V A 1095
• QJ 1094

•

•K Q 7 2

+5
SOUTH
4) 74
If .1 62
• A K 76

+ A .J 109
The bidding:
South West
North East
1*
l'ass
Ithle
Pass

OFF LEASE
1990 FORD RANGER
soeecl no air

'3,995
SEVERAL

TO CHOOSE FROM

'Lccii tive _Motors
925 So. Green River Rd.
Evansville, IN 47715
(812) 473 6099
(Across horn lowndale)
1-800-264-0712

I'ass
Opening lead — two of diamonds.
When a player makes a takeout

double of a suit — as West did in this
case — he announces the values for
an opening bin and asks his partner
to respond in one of the other three
suits
However, the responder has the
option of passing the double when
his hand indicates that that is the
hest thing to do In effect, by passing,
he overrules the doubler's request
and converts t he takeout double into
a penalty double
That is exactly what happened
here when Exist decided that one
diamond doubled played by South.

Teacher who criticized
KERA alarmed by call

was probably the best contract for
his side.
It is nearly always best to lead a
trump when a one-level takeout
double is passed by the responder,
and West saw no reason to deviate
from that principle. Declarer won
East's nine of diamonds with the
king and returned a low heart to
dummy's king.
East took the ace and led the
queen of trumps to South's ace. Declarer could now have saved a trick
by cashing the club ace, but he not
unreasonably continued with thejack
of hearts, hoping to secure a heart
ruff in dummy. West took the jack
with the queen and cashed the king
of spades,on which East played the
queen. West then continued with a
low spade to East's jack.
East continued the devastating
defense when he drew both ofSouth's
remaining trumps and returned the
nine ofspades. West cashed the A-10
of spades, East discarding his one
and only club, and East won the
remaining tricks with his fifth trump
and the 10-9 of hearth
So South went down five — 1,400
points — as a result of East's propi•
tious pass and the subsequent flawless defense. Had West started out
by leading the K -A and another
spade, instead of a trump, South
might have held the Ices to500 pointa.
West's trump lead turned out to be
worth an additional 800 points.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fourth-grade teacher Sandra Ross
thought Kentucky's education
reform law was not working in
Mendez County, so she wrote a
letter to the newspaper and said
SO.

Then came calls from the
Department of Education, including a personal call from Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen. His words were reassuring,
but the call made her "uneasy,"
Ross said Wednesday.
Ross, a teacher for nine years
at Menifee County Elementary
School in Frcnchburg, was in
Frankfort to attend a House Education Committee meeting with
her legislator.
Her letter to the Lexington
Herald-Leader said pupils were
entering fourth grade without the
skills needed to meet the state's
new standards. They had been in
an ungraded primary, which
under the new law replaced the
traditional first, second and third
grades.
Ross said Penny Masden, who
directs the Department of Education's primary division, called her

for an explanation of the HeraldLeader letter. Masden also
quizzed her about her teaching
strategies, Ross said.
There followed the call from
Boysen, who said the department
was concerned about Menace
County's schools, Ross said.
"He stressed that no intimidation was intended" by Masden's
call. "I felt it was a little strange
and I did feel uneasy. ... I was
just surprised that I would get
that kind of reaction," Ross said.
There was no immediate
response from the Department of
Education.
Ross did not testify to the Education Committee, but Rep. John
Will Stacy, D-West Liberty, told
her story. Stacy said he had discussed the incident with Boysen.
Teachers must be free to talk
about the problems they encounter with the Kentucky Education
Reform Act, Stacy said.
"These aren't the Ten Commandments," he said. "There's
no Moses here, and there's no
Egyptians nee.4ing to be covered
up by the Red Sea."

Coroner's jury finds missing
cruise ship passenger dead
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) — A
retired construction executive
who vanished while on a cruise
ship in 1992 has been declared
dead by a coroner's jury.
Because there is no clear evidence of Walter B. Shaw's death,
Magistrate John Sivertsen Jr.
ruled that the death certificate
should not become valid for six
months.
Shaw headed one of the
nation's largest construction companies, the New York-based Turner Corp., before retiring in 1985.
Walter and his wife, Jean, were
on a luxury cruise through Alaska's Inside Passage in July 1992
aboard the 620-foot Sagafjord.
He told his wife he was going for
a stroll and would meet her when
she awakened from her afternoon
nap That was the last Mrs. Shaw

saw of her 72-year-old husband.
Gastineau Channel, where the
Sagafjord was docked, was
dragged but no body was found.
Shaw's son, Houston attorney
Peter Shaw, has said he believes
his father either fell overboard or
was pushed. He is suing New
York-based Cunard Cruise Lines,
which owns the Sagafjord.
Cunard has denied any fault.
Shaw suffered occasional
memory losses, which led some
to speculation that he forgot who
he was and wandered out of town
or ran into foul play.
Testimony at Monday's hearing revealed that he had no insurance, but that his net worth was
between $3 million and 54 million. It will go to his wife, who
lives in Indian River Shores, Fla,

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAN, FEHR( Altlr 11,1509,1
(For your personalized daily Jessie Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE much of someone new. Go with the
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: flow at a social gathering.
You find the kind of happiness you
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
never dreamed possible! Blissful Remain calm when around someone
romance enhances an overall sense who is nervous. A special project
of well-being. Keep a tighter rein on may have romantic overtones.
your generous nature and savings Avoid making a long-term commitwill grow. Family members are ment unless your heart is really in it.
loyal and supportive, Several trips Attend a play or concert.
you take next summer will help you
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221.
forge new business alliances. Post- Working behind the scenes can be
pone a real estate purchase or resi- highly profitable. Partnerships enjoy
dential move until the fall. A mar- wonderful influences. Be willing to
riage will be strengthened in make a major concession to your
December.
mate.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: actress Eva Gabor. To keep a lid on spending, postpone
psychologist Virginia Johnson, actor buying nonessentials. Your agile
Leslie Nielsen, inventor Thomas mind is a tremendous asset in busiAlva Edison.
ness; others are depending on you to
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): make logical decisions. A spirit of
New friends are a source of good good will is contagious.
luck. Try a different strategy at
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
work, Family loyalties will be test- 21): A short trip or well-written
ed. Summon your will power now book gives you new insights. Hanand a new health regimen will suc- dle a romantic relationship with speceed. Pursue romance tonight.
cial care. Dining alone with your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): one-and-only helps rekindle the
Make some changes in a boring rou- magic. Show your sentimental side.
tine, The success of a creative proCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ject boosts your confidence. Listen 19): Your judgment could be less
to an older person's advice regard- keen than usual. Indulging in a
ing investments.
shopping spree will only bring
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): headaches later on. Exercise
Emphasize accuracy and precision. restraint. Stick to your plans instead
Influential people are evaluating of going off on a tangent.
your job performance. Keep the
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
lines of communication open with Certain restrictions are lifted. Life
those at a distance. Re-evaluate your becomes more exciting! Try to see a
priorities.
friend in a different light. Break free
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): from your social fetters. A love
Welcome a chance to combine busi- affair begun today may eventually
ness with pleasure. A family mem- fizzle out.
ber reminds you of an important
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
commitment. Do not saddle others Ride with the tide today, taking
with tasks that are rightfully yours. things as they come. Someone who
Romance is in the air!
has been sitting on the fence decides
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): News to join your team. Take a conservafrom abroad will first puzzle, then tive approach to spending. Go Dutch
please, you. Your social life is on on dates.
the upswing. Do not expect too
TODAY'S CHILDREN are amiable, unconventional and eager to help
the deserving. Even as tots they will have a strong sense of fair play —
standing up for those children who are mistreated. Highly curious, they
never stop asking questions! Their ability to probe other people's psyches
makes them well-suited for a career in psychology or detection. Efficient
workers, they know how to get things done with minimal effort.
To nether.
a mosed and vetoed copy of kw Drier • bes1,elkni book ' l'emerdav. Todak and Fon,
or How Asinakkay Can Help Sin Find Yorir Plxxx God', Plan.- ..end S8 91 pia. Si pnalage and handlinx
to Minn. do Andrew,. aid X40.4exl. P0 Box 419242, KIM. City, No 64141 Make cl.exIo. pxabk ii
Andrews 4nd14.4.44<l)
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 10, the 41st day of 1994. There art 324
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 10, 1949, Arthur Miller's play "Death of a Salesman"
opened at Broadway's Morosco Theater with Lee 3, Cobb in the role
of Willy Lornan and Mildred Dunnock as Lornan's wife, Linda.
On this date:
In 1763, France ceded Canada to England under the Treaty of Paris,
which ended the French and Indian War.
lit 1840, Britain's Queen Victoria married Prince Albert of SaxeCoburg-Gotha.
In 1846, members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints., the Mormons, began their westward exodus from Illinois.
In 1863, showman P.T. Barnum staged the wedding of Gen. Tom
Thumb and Mercy Lavinia Warren - both of them midgets - in
New York City.
In 1942, RCA Victor presented Glenn Miller and his Orchestra with
a "gold record" for their recording of "Chattanooga Choo Choo,"
which had sold more than 1 million copies.
In 1962, the Soviet Union exchanged captured American U-2 pilot
Francis Gary Powers for Rudolph Ivanovich Abel, a Soviet spy held
by the United States.
In 1967, the 25th Amendment to the Constitution, dealing with
presidential disability and succession, went into effect.
In 1981, eight people were killed, 198 injured, when fire broke out
at the Las Vegas Hilton hotel-casino.(A busboy was later found guilty
of setting the fire.)
Ten years ago: American civilians and other foreigners began evacuating Beirut because of "unsettled conditions" in Lebanon.
Five years ago: Ron Brown was elected chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, becoming the first black to head a major U.S.
political party.
One year ago: The Clinton administration said U.S. troops could be
sent to enforce peace in former Yugoslavia provided warring factions
there negotiated a settlement.
Today's Birthdays; Opera singer Leontyne Price is 67. Actor Robert
Wagner is 64. Mississippi Governor Kirk Fordice is 60. Singer Roberta Flack is 55. Olympic gold-medal swimmer Mark Spitz is 44. Presidential adviser George Stephanopoulos is 33. Actress Laura Dern is
27
Thought for Today: "When you get too big a majority, you're
immediately in trouble." - Sam Rayburn, Speaker of the U.S. House
of Representatives (1882-1961).
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Tea years ago
Procedures to create the position of director of public works
for the city of Murray received
unanimous approval yesterday
from the Murray City Council.
Tommy Marshall will assume the
directorship and remain as superintendent of Murray Municipal
Utilities.
Emily Dunn, junior at Calloway County High School, gave
her presentation on "Teenagers:
They are Drinking. They are
Driving, They are Dying" she had
made at Kentucky Beta Convention at a meeting of Murray Business and Professional Women
held at Seven Seas Restaurant.
She won first place for her oratory at the Beta convention.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Roberts,
Jan. 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Butler, Jan. 25; a boy to

Mr and Mrs Mark Stone, Jan
27
Twenty years ago
George Greenfield and Dale
Arnold are now in basic training
at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.
Michael Shelton received the
American Farmer Degree at the
40th national convention of
Future Farmers of America at
Kansas City.
Mrs. Clyde Adkins and Mrs.
M.D. Hassell, co-chairmen of
Haunted House Project of Kappa
Department of Murray Woman's
Club, are pictured presenting a
check for $500 to Dr. John Bartholomy of Speech and Hearing
Diagnostic Clinic at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bryan Dotson, Jan. 23
Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY. 1 can imagine the
husband's despair described in a
recent letter in your column) when
his wife dashed off in a crowd, leaving him nervous and anxious.
I had a wife who did that. Complaining was useless. I finally:
devised a solution. I purchased two
whistles, which we both hung
around our necks when we traveled
abroad.
One day we became separated
between flights in a crowded airport. Frantic, I blew my whistle!
Then I heard a responding whistle
in the distance. We joined each
other and made our connection.
JOHN GIBA,
TEQUESTA. FLA.

DEAR JOHN CHIA: What a
coincidence! On my keychain is
a whistle - t,-e kind police use
when they're directing traffic. It
was given to me about 30 years
ago by my husband. With it
was a line he borrowed from
a Humphrey Bogartlauren
Bat-all movie: "If you want anything -just whistle."

-Murray Tobacco Market has
sold 3,781,353 pounds Type 23
dark fired tobacco this season,
according to 011ie Barnett, government reporter for the Murray
Market. The season's average is
$37.85 per 100 weight.
James R. Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Paschall, and Stephen C. Sanders, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.C. Sanders, were commissioned as 2nd lieutenants in the
U.S. Army Reserves at ceremonies held at Murray State
College.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County beat
Eminence and Murray High beat
Sedalia. High team scorers were
Sammy Housden for Calloway,
Terry for Eminence, Steve Doran
for Murray and Camp for Sedalia.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Byars and a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. Tommie Darnell.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Court Clerk
Randall Patterson urges Calloway.
citizens to get their 1954 automobile licenses as soon as possible
before the deadline on March I.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Williams, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Jones.
LaVeme Hill and F.H. Fleischman were married Jan. II at
Atlanta, Ga.
In high school basketball
games, Murray Training beat
Hazel, Hardin beat Kirksey and
Brewers beat Almo. High team
scorers were Max Barnett for
Murray Training, Byers for
Hazel, Thompson for Hardin.
Beane for Kirksey, Treas for Brewers and Morris for Almo.

DEAR ABBY

•••

DEAR ABBY: Your letters about
bnngmg one's own fikid to a restaurant brought back memories.
In the early 1950s, when I was a
lad of 4 or 5 living an New Orleans,
my mother and grandmother took

me to a very fancy restaurant in the
French Quarter for lunch I ordered
my favorite meal - fried chicken
and creamed cony
The waiter returned to tell us
that they were out of creamed corm
I'm told that I raised such a fuss
that my mother left the restaurant,
found a grocery store nearby, purchased a small can of creamed corn.
and asked the chef to please warm
it for me. 1He did.0
I only vaguely recall the incident,
but my grandmother, who has been
dead for many years, used to tell
that story: every time she saw me.
Fortunately, I've outgrown my
insistence to have everything my
way, hut that incident will forever

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

onal

some

who
town

haunt me. Was I a spoiled child or
what?
I REV_ )CARLO J. ZABBIA,
ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE
OF DALLAS
DEAR FATHER ZAMA: If
you weren't a spoiled child, you
certainly behaved like one,
but obviously you turned out
all right. Most children, on
demanding creamed corn,
would have gotten creamed.
•••

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Old-Fashioned," who wanted to
know if anyone else found the "inyour-face immorality" offensive.
I am a 23-year-old female who is
a senior in college. I have been in a
serious relationship with a loving
man for 31/2 years. We have agreed
that whenever we live together, it
will be after we have inarried. Most
of my friends have similar beliefs.
I guess my main point is this:
Don't give up on the present generation. There are still some of us who
don't feel that living together is
morally right, in our "politically correct" society, it's difficult to speak
up against a growing majority.
JILL IN SNOW SHOE,PA.
•• •

hearnsurI was
milwho
, Fla

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
CHINESE READERS: Gung
Hay Fat Choy! (Happy New
Year!) This is the year of the
dog, which reminds me of this
quote by Mark Twain:
"If you pick up a starving dog
and make him prosperous, he
will not bite you. This is the
principal difference between
dog and a man."
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR GOTT. My 77-year-old
Well, as usual, there goes Princess Luwana - always
mother has bouts of severe vomiting
the center of attention . You know, underneath that
several times a year They occur a few
outer wrap, She's held together with duct tape."
hours after eating or quite often around
midnight after a few hours of sleep. She
also experiences heartburn. Her doctor
has eliminated an ulcer or hiatal her
ma. yet is at a loss to explain what has
happened.
DEAR READER: Nighttime vomiting
is an unusual symptom that may be
caused by peptic disease or hiatal her
nia, both of which have apparently been
ruled out by your mother's physician
Answor to Provious Puzzlo
ACROSS
Ireland
Yet, her heartburn suggests either an
36 Old name for
1 Not wellintestinal cause - or angina (heart
A
Thailand
ventilated
muscle cramping).
38 Husband of
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In the first instance, your mother
House '
40 Two-person
author
may be suffering from gastroRN
E A
E D
fight
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esophageal reflux. a common condition
A
42 Frog's sound
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associated with the backwash of irritatLetter
of
45
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15 Between VA
ing stomach acid into the esophagus.
alphabet
G
and OH
47 Neighbor of
Although frequently seen in conjunc16 Flying
0
0
Vietnam
tion with hiatal hernia, reflux can exist
creature of
vs
49
Obligation
A
South
by itself. Symptoms include indigestion.
50 Isn't able
B I G
America
gas and nausea. The disorder,
excess
52 Wheel tracks
18 Roman 100 1
TUGG
not be apparent on standard
54
Apiece
may
which
19 Actor 1.4
EIA
(abbr.)
X-rays of the stomach. is diagnosed by
Aisne(
55
Bone.
Latin
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endoscopy iwhere a gastroenterologist
T
AIE
21 Schedule
56 Square
22 Historic
examines the upper intestine with a
Syndicate
Feature
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®
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dance
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lighted tube , or by special tests that
59 Streisand
24 Middle East
DOWN
measure respective pressures in the
ID
country
1 Opp of NNE
8 Saloon
esophagus and stomach. Treatment
61 SVei SS songs
26 Snick and Inn
2
Flank
9
63 Surnn-rer shoe
with gastric acid blockers, such as
28 Consumed
3 Sound of
10 Printer's
65 music..81
Prilosec. usually relieves symptoms.
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31 Cato sight of
4
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In the second instance, the heart
66 Odorous
33 Hello!
5 Somersault
player Joe - may be depnved of oxygen and nutri
34 Island off
6 Shouts
14 Japanese
ents, leading to nausea, vomiting and
7 Coldness
American
the perception of heartbuni. Angina is
17 Cause of
diagnosed with a cardiogram or, in
distress
some instances, a stress test.
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Your mother should start her diag
23 Sun god
14
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nostic odyssey with a gastroenterolo
24 Roman two
gist, who will employ the tests I men25 Social misfit
17
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tioned - or. if necessary, refer her to a
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cardiologist for further evaluation
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To give you more information. I am
32 Three feet
sending you a free copy of my Health
2S
26
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Report "Peptic Ulcers" Other readers
fil
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A
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stamped envelope to PO. Box 2433,
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DEAR DR. GOTT My husband
State I abbe.)
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smokes a pipe and cigars and chews
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tobacco He would like to believe that
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only cigarettes are really dangerous.
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Glitter abounds as reporter returns to Vietnam
EDITOR'S NOTE — Associated Press special correspondent George Esper spent a
decade in ietnam covering the
war and returned last year to
open a new Associated Press
bureau in Hanoi. In this report,
he gives his impressions of the
new Vietnam, now free of a
.S. trade embargo — a nation
far from discarding Communist
rule or abolishing poverty, but
opening economically and cultor, ty to the non-Communist
w.,
By GEORGE ESPER
AP Specie! Correspondent
HANOI, Vietnam (AP)
here is no shortage of glitter at
the fancy new hotels, karaoke
bais and Pierre Cardin fashion
shows with Vietnamese models.
But much of Vietnam lies in disrepiir and poverty.
Returning to Vietnam, I found
3 nation with a split personality:
Hanoi with its four-star hotels
and radio-dispatched cabs, and a
countryside without water, electricity or roads.
Vietnam the country was a
casualty of the war just as much
as the 2 million soldiers it lost on
the battlefields. The Communist
government of the north won the
war over the U.S.-backed southerners but still is picking up the
pieces.
Many of the reminders of war
are gone and there is little talk

about it on the streets or in the
cafes. Sirens that warned of
impending U.S. air stnkes now
blare at noon, signaling
lunchtime.
The fields are filled with farmers and crops instead of fighters
and cannons. Khe Sanh. The
Rockpile. Con Thien. The U.S.
hellholes of bases where so many
Americans spilled their blood
have faded into history. The Ho
Chi Muth Trail, North Vietnam's
supply lifeline into the South and
the favorite target of U.S. bombers, is now a tourist trail.
With no wars to fight,
Vietnam's army has turned to
capitalism. Instead of attacking
American bases, the army has
retreated into business. It sells
land that once housed its, military
bases, builds golf courses and is
engaged in manufacturing as
diverse as making toys and
condoms.
America-bashing has given
way to the rhetoric of renovation
of socialism and reconciliation
with the United States. Souvenir
T-shirts for tourists are emblazoned with "Lift the Embargo."
But Vietnam remains a oneparty Communist state, with no
political opposition permitted.
There are strict controls on the
press and on the right of assembly. Communist Party members
may not adhere to any religion,
and religious groups may not
oppose government policies.

Local students to compete
in chapter math contest
"[earns of seventh and eighth
grade math students from junior
high schools will complete in the
chapter contest of the national
MATHCOUNTS program on February 12 at Murray State University. The contest has been organized by the Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the Kentucky Society of Proft's
sional Engineers.
A total of nine schools and 36
students will compete. Schools
represented are: Calloway County
Farmington
School,
Middle
Elementary School, Heath Middle
School, Lone Oak Middle School,
Mayfield Middle School, Murray
Muddle School, North Marshall
Middle School, Paducah Middle
School and Reidland Middle
School.

Teachers and students have been
preparing for the competition since
last fall. Students will compete
individually and as teams in written
and fast-paced oral matches. Subjects include probability, statistics,
linear algebra and polynomials.
Winners will receive trophies, a
scholarship of $300(for top individual only) and will advance to the
state MATHCOUNTS finals, to be
held in Louisville on March 19.
MATHCOUNTS is a nation wide
program designed to give seventh
and eighth grade students a special
opportunity to develop their math
skills. Sponsors target seventh and
eighth graders who are at a crucial
stage in developing and sustaining
interest and ability in math.

Foreign correspondents in the
country are closely watched.
The biggest changes I see are
in an economy that was bankrupt
five years ago but has been
revived by an influx of foreign
investors and a switch to a fledgling free market economy. The
markets are bursting with goods
from China, Thailand, Japan arid
South Korea.
The Russians are out. Five
years ago, the Vietnamese joked
that they were Americans without
dollars. The real Americans with
the dollars are being courted by
the Vietnamese, anxious for
investment and trade, as they
return after a nearly 20-year
absence with the lifting of the
trade embargo.
But through the open doors of
development have come its
detractors and defacers.
Prostitution and corruption are
back, this time in Hanoi, unheard
of in recent years. When the
Hanoi regime captured Saigon, it
announced its aim was to wipe
out the decadence the Americans
left behind.
The country's two major cities,
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, are
clogged with more than double
the number of motorcycles and
motorbikes five years ago, a sign
of rising incomes.
Traffic control is nonexistent.
Drivers are all over the streets
and roads. Cars, motorbikes and
pedicabs zigzag in and out of
traffic, narrowly missing each
other.
The construction boom of new
hotels and office buildings in
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City and
in private housing scars the
natural beauty of the two cities.
Ho Chi Minh City has been
transformed from -a fortress of
sandbags and barbed wire into an
overdeveloped strip of hotels and
office buildings. Hanoi is moving
in the same direction. Its lovely
lakes and French colonial era
buildings that escaped the pounding of U.S. warplanes are now
falling to a different kind of
hammer.
When I chocked into the Metropole Hotel in Hanoi during a
three-week trip to Vietnam in
1989, I checked right out. The
hotel was dilapidated, full of rats
and lacked bathroom facilities.
Today, after being rebuilt into
a four-star hotel by a French con-

sortium. it is the in-place for
foreign businessmen and expatriates. Rooms are as high as $200
and up.
Just the other day, the
Vietnamese gave me my first and
last tour of the Hoe Lo prison,
another legacy of the war that as
dying at age 80.
The hundreds of U.S. prisoners
of war who were held and tortured there would recognize it by
as Amencan name — the Hanoi
Hilton. It is being torn down to
make way for a $45 million hotel
and office complex.
The fast money here is on the
economy. Five years ago, this
nation was in its economic death
throes and an desperation opened
its doors.
The South that we knew as
Saigon is still the South, the heart
of Vietnam's economy. The
North won the war but it has never been able to rein in the enterprising spirit of the southerners,
who learned from the Americans.
A new generation of Vietnamese is emerging with little perspective on the war: teachers, students, economists, businessmen,
instead of warriors. They are
bright, energetic and ambitious,
overachievers who would be
great successes in America,
where they dream of going if
only they could get there.
They are friendly and engaging, wanting to learn English and
practice it with you, not frightened of talking to foreigners anymore. They know the Americans
are coming back.
There is little evidence of substantive improvement in highways, bridges, transportation,
hospitals, universities and other
institutions.
One building that has prospered is the Rex, one of Ho Chi
Minh City's finest hotels with a
rooftop restaurant. During the
war, it was the headquarters of
the joint U.S. Public Affairs
Office and the theater for the
"Five O'Clock Follies," the military briefings that sought to create the illusion that all was going
well.
I wonder if all the construction
and development in Vietnam, the
red and white radio dispatched
Hanoi taxis, the direct dial telephones to the United States, the
stability of the dong, the monetary exchange, aren't just another
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MARKDOWN!
Up to 75%
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The room at the Metropole
Hotel for S20() IS as much as a
Vietnamese factory worker makes
in an enure year, and just slightly
above a schoolteacher's salary.
Foreign investors and the Communist government reap most of
the profits from this Westernstyle free market economy.
Most of the Vietnamese work
so hard for so little, often
hunched over their tiny stalls
selling nickel and dime tea, soda,
and fruit, or repainng bicycles to
make a few dollars.
Driving through the streets of
Hanoi one night, a colleague of
mine on his first visit to Vietnam
couldn't help but notice the poverty. He wondered aloud how
such an impoverished country
held the United States, with all
its military and economic might,
to a standoff.
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Quality Work
at a fair price.
- Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Coonawraal & Rasockotial)

- Vinyl Siding
- Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

Motor Trend
Import
Car of the Year

Honda Accord

We're Celebrating
With
All Honda's
On Sale

"Where Real Value Is a Matter of Pride"
(502)444-6632
Park Avenue • Paducah, Ky.
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Gifts for Valentine's Day
Sweet Heart
by Hallmark.
Our exclusive
Crown Chocola tier Double
Heart Box is filled with
an 8-piece assortment of
milk and dark chocolates—
perfect for anyone
you're sweet on!

Special

114plai,,
Recordable Valentine Cards (7
Let's you send someone
your own message.. in your
own voice!

$7 95

"Lore Bandit" Plush Racoon
only $8.95
P1i, Russell Stover Candies
Picture Frames • Mugs
Jewelry • Hallmark Cards
Plush Animals
Cards For Kids
Framed Prints
and more!
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